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"There are an estimated 35,000 hackers in the U.S. and their community is growing 
by an estimated 10 percent annually. They are not isolated individuals, slaving 

away in a vacuum; hackers have established formal operations within every 
metropolitan city in North America. Hackers communicate via compromised 

Internet gateways, long-distance calls stolen from corporate victims and through 
about 1,300 underground bulletin boards across the U.S. This infrastructure 

collects and disburses a constant flow of stolen calling-card information, corporate 
voice-mail-access data, compromised PBX DISA-port numbers, hackable modems, 

cloned cellular telephones, and stolen cellular-phone IDs .... The threat to U.S. 
businesses also has recently taken a new direction, due to hackers' growing numbers 

and maturity. Security investigations have confirmed that known hackers are 
employed within Fortune 500 firms, which know nothing about the individuals' 

prior activities. The risk to U.S. businesses is clear: What will happen when one of 
these hacker's employment is terminated? Will the individual destroy or damage the 

company's voice / data networks, release vital information about these networks to 
other hackers, or plant the seeds of future destruction in company systems? Time 

will tell." - unbridled paranoia from The Organized Hackerhood. part of McDonnell 
Douglas' internal security newsletter leaked to us by an inside hacker. 

Writers: Billsf, Blue Whale, Eric Corley, Count Zero, Kevin Crow, 

Dr. Delam, John Drake, Paul Estev, Mr. French, Bob Hardy, Kingpin, 

Knight Lightning, Kevin Mitnick, NC-23, The Plague, Peter Rabbit, 

David Ruderman, Silent Switchman, Mr. Upsetter, Voyager, Dr. Williams. 
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The World VB. Kevin Mitnick 
By this time, you would have to have 

been living in isolation not to have heard 

about the Kevin Mitnick story. Front page 

headlines and TV newscasts around the 

world announced the fugitive hacker's cap

ture on February 1 5  in Raleigh, North 

Carolina. 

If you read the opening paragraph of the 

New York Times on February 1 6, you would 

see Mitnick described as a "computer 

expert accused of a long crime spree that 

includes the theft of thousands of data files 

and at least 20,000 credit card numbers 

from computer systems around the nation." 

That portrayal is rather damning, to say the 

least. But let's look a little closer. 

To the average person, the "theft of 

thousands of data files" would imply that 

somebody took away specific and valuable 

items as part of an elaborate plot. In reality, 

copying thousands of computer files is 

easy, quick, and, in most cases, relatively 

harmless. When put into this context, even 

if the files were of a sensitive nature, we 

can see how it's not necessarily part of an 

evil plot if someone comes along and 

copies them. 

With regards to the credit card numbers, 

this is far more misleading. For one thing, 

only one computer system (Netcom) had its 

credit card numbers accessed, not "comput

er systems around the nation". And this 

compromise was not even news - the 

Autumn 1 994 issue of 2600 reported it 

nearly half a year ago. Apparently, Netcom 

did nothing to secure the credit card num

bers of its subscribers and, despite multiple 

warnings and basic common sense, kept 

this sensitive information online. And, as an 

ironic twist, Netcom claimed responsibility 

for helping to catch this most dangerous 

criminal in a letter to its subscribers entitled 

"Netcom Helps Protect The Internet". 

Nearly every story ever written about 

Kevin Mitnick can be traced to one source: 

New York Times reporter John Markoff. 

Markoff was also the co-author of 1 99 1  's 

Cyberpunk, a book that focused on Kevin 

Mitnick (among others) and which was 

described by Mitnick (2600, Summer 

1 99 1 )  as having "many, many false state

ments, misrepresentations, and inaccurate 

stories". Mitnick believed Markoff and his 

wife (co-author Katie Hafner) were miffed 

at him for not helping with the book. And, 

as the years went by, it became clear that 

Markoff was still fixated on the Mitnick 

saga. In the summer of 1 994 he penned a 

front page article in the New York Times, 

complete with Mitnick's picture, which 

announced to the world that he was a fugi

tive. The only substantive "crime" Mitnick 

was accused of was probation violation yet 

the Times saw fit to make this a front page 

story. 

One week before his capture, Mitnick 

contacted us to express concern over infor

mation he had received indicating that 

Markoff was actively aiding law enforce

ment to help track him down. It seemed 

bizarre at the time but as events unfolded, it 

appeared that this is exactly what was going 

on. Markoff had been working with a friend 

of his (Tsutomu Shimomura) whose com

puter site had been compromised on 

December 25, resulting in another puzzling 

front page story that just didn't seem news

worthy enough to be on the front page. 

(continued on page 46) 
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If Kevin Mitnick was the mastermind behind it all, how come we were able to get ahold of one of his directories so easily 

after he was arrested and the directory deleted? These are the files he was accused of stashing on The Well, including 
OlOS.gz, the Netcom credit card database. From the looks of it, loto;; of people were able to get access to this. 
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This is an adapted, translated, and 

updated version of an article that appeared 

earlier in Hack-Tic, the Dutch hacker mag

azine, issue 24-25. 

In Holland the phone company is 

called PTT-Telecom, and they are mighty 

proud of their new card-phones. And they 

should be: they take the old style optical 

cards, the newer chipcards as well as mag

netic cards of all sorts. The phones are 

built by a firm called Landis and Gyr and 

they look nice too. 

This article deals with the prepaid chip

cards as they are being used in a number of 

countries world-wide. To make these cards 

cheap they had to make them dumb. Very, 

very, very dumb. In fact there is not much 

more on these cards than a little EPROM or 

EEPROM and a counter. There are two 

types of prepaid chipcards for telephones, 

and one type is actually a little bit more 

intelligent than the other. Here is what the 

cards do. 

Cards of Type 1 

This is the oldest type of card. It comes 

in two varieties. One is being used in 

France and Monaco, the other in Sweden, 

Type 1 Cara5, 150 p05ition 

c tJ 
5 1 Vee 5V 

2RIW 

I 2 L 6 1:3 Clock 4 Reset 

I :3 
�� 

7 15Gnd 
6 Vpp 21V 

L 7 Data 4 8 ) 8 Fuse 

Spain, Norway, Andorra, Ireland, Portugal, 

The Czech Republic, Gabon, and Finland. 

The phone talks to the cards using a syn

chronous protocol and they are built using 

NMOS technology. They contain a 256 bit 

EPROM of which 96 bits are write protect

ed using a hardware fuse. The chip uses 85 

mW when it's being read, needs 2 1  Volts to 

program and has a 500 ns access time. 

Chip Position 

The chip could be in two different 

places on the card. The first position is 

called AFNOR, and it's the old position the 

French used to use . The new position is an 

ISO (International Standards Organisation) 
norm, and therefore we'll call it the ISO

position. If you decide to build your own 

reader-writer you'll probably only need to 

worry about the ISO position: even the 

French have switched to the ISO-position, 

so AFNOR cards are becoming rare. To 

read the drawings: the cards are being held 

with the chip in the upper left corner, con

tacts facing up. 

What They Do 

The next drawing is a timing diagram, 

Type 1 Cara5, AFNOR p05ition 

C 8 

I 7 

I 6 

l 5 

:J J L 
) l 
=JC 

4 1 Vee 5V 
2RIW :3 1:3 Clock 4 Reset 

2 15 Gnd 
6Vpp21V ) 7 Data 
8 Fuse 
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card bit 1 bit 2 bit 2 

which shows you what the communication 

with the card should look like. If you read 

it you'll see that if reset is pulled low and 

clock is pulsed then the card's internal 

counter resets. If reset is then brought high 
you can "clock out" the data bits to the out

put pin one by one. If you raise not-read

write and put the programming voltage on 

the Vpp pin and pulse the clock you pro

gram the bit that you jumped to using only 

the clock. This bit will go from I to O. 

A few things to keep in mind: all signals 

in this drawing except Vpp are TTL-level. 

That means a low is 0 volts, a high is 5 
volts. The cards of this type that we tested 

with all run perfectly fine off the 3.3 volts 

coming out of a notebook's printer port. 

The Reset, Clock, and R/W input pins can 

be directly connected to a PC's parallel 

port. Vpp is switched between 5 and 2 1  

volts. The tl and t2 time durations in the 

timing diagram must both be between 1 0  

and 50 ms. When reading the card, Vpp and 

Fuse must be at 5 volts. The next two draw

ings show the memory contents of this 

card's two varieties. 

Security 

The chip on the card does not let you 

write bits back to I, so raising the value of 

your card through normal interaction does 

not work. Because the whole chip is 

EPROM you could try to erase it. This is 

going to be tough, because the plastic that 

the chip is embedded in is totally opaque at 
ultraviolet wavelength. If you do succeed 

you'll have to re-write the first 96 bits con

taining country-code, card-type, etc. This is 

also not easy, because the card has a hard

ware fuse that is quite literally burned. 

Conclusion: filling up empty cards is not 

easy. 

Cards of Type 2 

Of the two outdated systems, this is the 

newest one. Cards are being used in 

Holland, Germany, and Greece. They don't 

need 2 1  volts anymore and they're just a lit

tle smarter than the type I cards. The chips 

are always in the ISO position. 

What They Do 

When looking at the timing diagrams 

you'll notice the internal counter going 

back to zero when a clock pulse happens 

within a reset pulse. As soon as reset goes 

low, the corresponding memory bit is out-
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put through the output p in.  Every rising 

flank on the c lock pin increases the inter

nal address counter, but the correspond

ing bit  does not appear on the output pin 

until c lock goes low again (part A of the 

drawing) . The number of units left on the 

card is stored in 5 bytes that work as an 

abacus. The amount is stored octaIIy, and 

the value of a byte is determined by the 

number of bits at the I position, regard

less of their position in the byte. The bits 

in the counter can be written to zero. A 

whole  byte can be written back to $FF, but 

only if a bit in the higher-value byte is 

erased at the same time. At best the value 

of the card stays the same, it never goes 

up . The first byte of the counter contains 

byte 

1 

2 

3-11 

12 
13-31 

32 

Memory Map Type 1 cards 
(France and Monaco) 
bits 

0-7 

8-15 

16-87 

88-95 

96-247 

248-255 

meaning 

Issuer code 

$03: France I Monaco 
9 bytes to be specified by 
manufacturer. Factory batch, 
mayue even serial number. 

Total number 
Telephone-tics. Every time a 
unit Is used a bit in this area is 
written to '1'. The first 10 units 
are written in the factory to 
test the card. Cards are 40, 50 
or 120 units or $05 for 40 

units. 

$FF when card Is full 

byte 

1 

2 

3-4 

5-11 

12 

13-31 

32 

Memory Map Type 1 cards 
(other countries) 

bits meaning 

0-7 

8-15 

16-31 

32-87 

88-95 

96-247 

248-255 

Issuer code 
$83: phone card of thl5 type 

$8XXX total number of unit5 on 
card + 2 (5ee below) 

7 bytes to be 5pecHied by man
ufacturer. Factory batch, maybe 
even serial number. 

Country code (see below) 
Telephone-tics. Every time a 
unit I" used a bit In thl5 area 15 
written to 1'. The fir5t 2 units 
are written in the factory to 
test the card. Cards are 10, 22, 

25, 30, 50, 80, 100 or 150 

unit5. The value In bytes 3-4 15 
BCD coded. E><amples: byte5 3-

4 5ay $8012 for 10 unit card, 
$8152 for a 150 unit card. 

Valid country code5: 
$lE Sweden 
$22 Spain 
$30 Norway 
$33 Andorra 
$3C Ireland 
$47 Portugal 
$55 Tchechia (or whatever ... ) 

$00 

only 4 usable  bits, the first bit  (64) is a 

card-enable  that is zeroed out when the 

card initializes. The next three bits (65-

67) are sometimes used for tests in the 

counter-area suring production. The max

imal value for the card thus becomes 5 x 

4096 = 20480 units. In HoIland a unit  is a 

cent (guilder/IOO ), in Germany i t's a 

Pfennig (Mark/l 00), and in Greece they 

are actual telephone cost-pulses. 

If the phone booth wants to write a bit to 

zero it clocks there and then it does a reset 

pulse foIlowed by a clock pulse. The reset 

pulse means a write-operation is in 

progress and the next clock pulse should 
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not be used to increment the internal 
counter, but to do the actual write instead 
(8 in timing diagram). 

The phone could also write a bit and 
write all the bits in the byte below that 
back to 1. This is done by just going 
through the write operation twice. The first 
time it does the write time, the second time 
signals the card to set the byte below the 
current one to $FF (C in timing diagram). 
This operation is called "erase" in all the 
documentation we have. 80th during write 
and erase the clock should be on for at 
least 10 milliseconds. 

The next drawing shows the memory 
content for this card type. The issuer code 
is always $80 in Holland. The byte with 
"Specific Data" is EEPROM that can only 
be written to by the manufacturer. The doc
umentation is cryptic, but it 's rumoured to 
have to do with chip testing. The byte is 
$FF in all cards we've seen so far. The 5 
bytes that are issuer-determined could be 
anything. In Holland the first one gives you 
the manufacturer ($CA Gemplus, $2A 
Solaic). The second byte is the value when 
bought. $22 is 10 guilders ( 1 000 units), $42 
is 500 units (5 guilders), and $62 is the 25 
guilder card. There can be no more units on 
the card than this maximum. 

Manufacturing 

The data that we have on this type of 
chip tel ls a few things about the state in 
which the PTT's get the cards. The cards 
are locked for transportation using a 
"transport code" of three bytes. Only if you 
know these three bytes can you program 
the chip and tum it on to become a 
phonecard. 

The memory map in the "transport 
state" is as follows: 0-23 are static, 24-7 1 
cannot be erased, there is "enable memory" 
(?) in bits 72-79 and the transport code is in 
bits 80- 103. These bits cannot be read how
ever. It seems the code has to be clocked in 

(!) though the output pin and the chip com
pares and acts accordingly. 

Security 

Although this card does allow you to set 
bits back to I again, the card is smart 
enough not to let you do that unless you 
reset a bit in a higher register, so the effect 
is neutral at best. We tried to fool the card, 
but all the obvious stuff doesn 't work. 
Maybe something works using UV-Iight, 
but it's not very likely. 

We have no idea how to enter the trans
port code after production. It is well possi
ble that the card can be reprogrammed after 
entering the code. There may well be hack
ing potential here. 8y the way, not all the 
cards have a different serial number in the 5 
telco bytes: each batch of 100 cards is elec
tronically identical. 

Building Your Own ReaderlWriter 

You can have your computer play pay
phone. Using the schematic below you can 
build a reader/writer that can read cards of 
type 1 and 2 and write to card s of type 2. If 
you wish to write to type I cards you can 
add in the 2 1  volt part yourself. There is 
very little hardware to build as you can see. 
The software to go with this is phone.exe. 
Just hook this up to your PC's parallel port 
and you 're set. Note that cards oftype 2 will 
not run off the 3.3 volts often found on 

Type 1 Cara6, 150 p06ition 

L-.---.,C :J 
I 2 J 

1 Vcc 5V 5 

�=� 2 Re5et 

L 

( 6 1 :3 Clock :===:. 4 n.c. 

:3 ) C 7 I � �.:� 1"/ b:5 7 Data 4 � 8n.c. 

n.c. = not connecte 
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(A) � Reset 

Clock 

i n 2 4 Addr Register 

Data Pin 

(B) ________ ��� __________________________
___ 

Reset 

Clock 

n+2 n+3 Addr Register 

�(n+1) X (n+1) X (n+2) :XData Pin 

write 

(C) ___ --'n, _____ 
--'n, 

________ 
Reset 

Clock 

h+1 n+2 Addr Register 

� (n+1) :� (n+1) XData Pin 

write 
----

e
-
ra

-
s
-
e
-----' 
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notebook printer ports. The card-detect con-

tact can be left out. Our software will also Card and Phone 
think a card is inserted when you press a key. 

Parallel Port 

At the end of this article there is a 

source called phone.c . If that is compiled 

using Borland C++ with options -02 -2 or 

with Microsoft C 6.0 with options -G2r -

Ozax then you can do everything the phone 

can: read the entire card C-v for more infor

mation), writing C-w<bit» or erasing C

e<bit» bits. You could of course modify 

the program so 
'
that a new (lower) value is 

programmed in just one step, but that is left 

as an exercise to the reader. Phone -t brings 

you in a test mode: keys "p", "r", "c", and 

"f' toggle Power, Reset, Clock, and French 

reset respectively. A real phone reads the 

card in a rather peculiar way. Option -r 

simulates this behaviour. 

Listening In 

With the help of this "snooper" 

schematic, you can get your PC to l isten in 

on the conversation between a card and a 

phone. You can write a program to monitor 

what happens on the printer port bits in 

real time. Takes at least a 386 to be fast 

enough to see what is going on. This wil l  

work also on notebooks with the 3.3 volt 

printer port. The left part of the schematic 

is hooked up in parallel with the phone and 

card, the right goes to the printer port on 

the PC. 

Goldeard 

Many countries have these nasty steel 

doors that c lose behind the card as you 

insert it. The Dutch, being naturally para

noid and miserly, only insert their card in 

the phone if they can stil l  see it. So the 

Dutch phonecards stay in sight during the 

conversation. This makes it very possible to 

build a fake chipcard that has wires coming 

out in the back and then simulating the 

Vee 

2 (V+) 

V100nF 

10 

Re5et�11 

Cloek�12 

Data � 13 

2 

3 

4-8 

9-13 

Gnd 
25 
(Gnd) 

Memory Map Type 2 cart:l5 
l1it5 meaning 

0-7 Issuer code 

8-15 country code 

16-23 'specific data' 

24-63 

64-103 

5 I>ytes 'card data', 
could I>e production 
codes, etc. 
Valid country codes: 
$2F Germany 
$36 Greece 
$77 Netherlands 

.4096 Octal counter: 
numl>erofl>it5 

.512 5etto1'in a 
register deter-

.64 mines ""Iue of 
that I>yte 
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ChipCard Socket 

Vcc 

Re5et 

Clock 

(French 
Re5et) 

Gnd 

10k lOOK 
(Vpp) 

Data 

10k 
(Vpp) 

entire chipcard from a notebook computer. 
This potentially gives you an "always full" 
phonecard. The program must however do 
exactly the same thing as the real card. We 
made a fake chipcard by peeling the chip 
out of an empty card and soldering (careful, 
not too hot!) thin transformer wires to the 
contacts. 

The program we made is called KPN
GOLD.EXE, and it reads a dump file in the 
same format as made by PHONE.EXE.  Of 
course the program also participates in the 
whole abacus countdown routine. But as 
soon as power drops (card removed from 
telephone), the card goes back to its origi
nal value. You can also use this combina-

Parallel Por t D6-25 

6 D4 

5 D:3 

4 D2 

:3 D1 

2 DO 

25 Gnd 

11 BU5Y 

12 PO 

I 
P cam detect 

tion of fake chipcard and software to test 
your own chipcard reader-writer. We have 
been play ing with three PC 's. One as 
phone, one as card, and one as snooper, to 
tap the conversation. 

The V+ in the emulator schematic is 
attached to pin 1 of the 4049 and pin 16 of 
the 4053. Pins 14 and 8 of the 4049 and 
pins 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 of the 4053 are 
attached to ground. In the vicinity of the 
chips you put a 100 nF capacitor between 
V + and ground. 

Security Logic? 

Supposedly the cards have a special 
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Dummy Chipcard Parallel Port 

>o2�--------------------� 10 
4k7 

Reset 0------1---''--1 >o4��-----------0 13 
lOOk 

Clock 0--------0'-----1 

11 XIY X 
Data 14 

y 13 

Gnd 

10 
XIY y 

2 X 

"security mechanism" that keeps the phone 
from accepting an emulator as the real card. 
We only read about this mechanism after 
we had successfully emulated the card, but 
we did notice something funny. At the end 
of the first reading cycle the phone issues a 
very fast reset of only a few microseconds, 
and it expects the card to do the correct 
behaviour. We solved this by having the 
entire reset behaviour done by a bit of hard
ware in the emulator. Maybe we hacked the 
"security mechanism" this way. Ah welL. 

More Intelligent Cards 

There are also chipcards out there that 

XJ--:-::12:----<J 15 

7 

V+ chips --0 8 
15 

25 

have complete microprocessors with RAM 
and EEPROM on them. These cards are 
used in the new PAN-European GSM 
mobile telephone system for instance. In  
Germany these cellular telephony cards 
also work in payphones: the call shows up 
on your cellular phone bilL All the Dutch 
phones can do this too, and rumour has it 
that there will be a whole range of spe
cialised chipcards. There may be cards 
that can only call one number (nice busi
ness card). This type of card can be 
secured much better with the use of chal
lenge-response tricks and cryptography. 
Maybe we 'l l write about all this in a future 
issue. 
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The Law 

In most countries the use of the emula
tor to make free calls would be against a 
law or two. Phone companies are said not 
be amused by it either. We published this 
information to show that al l  the "secure 
systems" that they are so proud of tum out 
to be flaky every time you take a closer 
look. Because the PTT tends to deny this 
type of thing if you just say it, we did it. No, 
we don't spread KPN-GOLD.C or KPN
GOLD.EXE, don 't even ask. 

Update 

Since we published this in August, the 
PTT did something to the phones that 
makes them able to distinguish between our 
emulator and the real card. They were real 
amused to have done it a week before 
Hack-Tic came out. I guess we talked too 
much about this whole project before it was 
in print. In a future issue, we 'l l tell you 
what they did to secure it. Remember, these 
cards are so dumb, it can't be hard to fool 
the phone. 

phone.c 
#include <stdio . h> 

#inc lude <bios.h> 

#include <conio . h> 

#include <stdlib . h> 

#include <ctype.h> 

/* outputs : * /  

#define DETECT 

#define POWER 

#define I SO_RESET 

#define R_W 

#define CLOCK 

#define FRENCH_RESET 

/* inputs: * /  

#define 1_0 

#define CARD 

unsigned int 

unsigned char 

unsigned char 

int 

OxlO 

Ox08 

Ox0 4 

Ox0 4 

Ox02 

OxOl 

Ox80 

Ox20 

pp; 

data[32]; 

bits [2 56] ; 

int one = OJ 

int verbose = 0; 

int silent = 0; 

int go = 0; 

struct card_country 

}; 

unsigned char num; 
char *narne; 
unsigned char type; 

struct card_country cc[] = 

{OxOl, "Demoland", I}, 
{Ox03, "France", A}, 

}; 

{OxlE, "Sweden", 1}, 

{Ox2F, "Germany", 2}, 

{Ox30, "Norway", 1}, 

{Ox33, "Andorra", I}, 

{Ox3B, "Greece", 2}, 

{Ox3C, "Ireland", I}, 

{Ox4 7, "Portugal", I}, 

{Ox5 5, "Czech Republic", I}, 

{Ox5 F, "Gabon", I}, 

{Ox6 5, "Finland", I}, 

{Ox77, "Netherlands", 2}, 

{a, "Country unknown", -I} 

struct card_country * 

country(unsigned char va l) 

struct card_country *ccp ; CCi 
while (ccp->num && ccp->num != 

val) 

ccp++; 

return (ccp); 

unsigned char 

_bits(unsigned char val) 

{ 

unsigned char mask = Ox80, 

count = 0; 

for (; mask; mask » =  1) 
if (val & mask) 

count++; 
return (count); 

void 
initbits(void) 
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int 

for (i = 0; 

bits[i] 

unsigned int 

i; 

i < 2 56; i++ ) 

_bits(i ) ;  

bcd(unsigned char hi, unsigned char 

10) 
{ 

return «10 & OxF ) + (10 » 4) * 

10 + (hi & OxOF ) * 100 + (hi » 4) * 

1000 ) ; 

) 

void 

d e lay(unsigned int ms ) 

( 

unsigned long tmp 

ms; 

whi l e  (tmp-- ) ;  

void 

output(uns igned char va l )  

( 

outp(pp, va l ) ;  

d e l ay(l ) ;  

unsigned char 

input_bit (void ) 

{ 

2000L * 

return « inp (pp + 1 )  & I_O ) 

!one : one ) ;  

#define input_byte ( 

) &(CO I CARD ) ) 

(inp( pp+1 

unsigned char 

card_in (void ) 

{ 

return « inp (pp + 1 )  & CARD ) 

1 )  ; 

const unsigned char va l l] 

6 4 ,  32, 16, 8, 4, 2, 1 }; 

void 

read_data(int how ) 

( 

unsigned int i, j; 

( 128, 

/* r eset card * /  

output (POWER ) ; 

de lay( 10 )  ; 

output (POWER 

output (POWER 

I S O_RESET ) ; 

ISO_RESET 1 

o 

CLOCK ) ; 

output (POWER 

delay(lO ) ; 

output (POWER FRENCH_RESET ) ; 

/* c l ock b i ts in * /  

for (i = 0; < num_data / 8; 

i++ ) { 

data[i] 0; 

for (j = 0; j < 8; j ++ ) ( 

if (input_bit(» 

data[i] 1 = val[j]; 

/* c l ock next bit * /  

output (POWER CLOCK 1 
FRENCH_RESET ) ; 

output (POWER 

FRENCH_RESET ) ; 

} 

output( O ) ;  

void 

write_bit_iso(unsigned int index ) 

( 

unsigned int ii 

/* reset card * / 
output (POWER ) ; 

de lay( 10 )  ; 

output (POWER 

output (POWER 

ISO_RESET ) ; 

CLOCK 1 
ISO_RE SET ) ; 

output (POWER ISO_RESET ) ;  

output (POWER ) ; 

/* c l ock bits in * /  

for (i = 0; i < num_data; i++ ) 

if (i == index ) { 
if ( !  (data[i / 8] & 

( Ox8 0 » (i & 7»» 

bit!\n " )  ; 

printf ("wiping 0 

output (POWER 

de lay( 10 )  ; 

output (POWER ) ; 

de lay( 10 ) ;  

output(POWER 1 CLOCK ) ;  

de lay(200 ) ; 

output (POWER ) ; 

/ * c lock next bit * /  

output(POWER 1 CLOCK ) ;  

output (POWER ) ; 

output (0 ) ; 
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void 

erase(unsigned in t index) 

unsigned int 

/* reset card * /  

outpu t (POWER) ; 

delay(lO) ; 

outpu t (POWER 

i; 

outpu t (POWER 

ISO_RESET) ; 

ISO_RESET) ; 

CLOCK I 
outpu t (POWER 

outpu t (POWER) ; 

/ *  clock bits in * /  

for (i � 0; i < nurn_data; i++) 

if (i == index) { 

if ('(data [i / 8] & 

(Ox80 » (i & 1»)) 

printf ( " erasing 

bit'\n " ); 

ou tput (POWER 

ISO_RESET) ; 

delay( lO) ; 

outpu t (POWER) ; 

delay( 10) ; 

ou tpu t (POWER I CLOCK) ; 

delay(200) ; 

ou tpu t (POWER) ; 

delay( 10) ; 

ou tpu t (POWER 

ISO_RESET) ; 

char 

de lay( 10) ; 

ou tpu t (POWER) ; 

delay( 10) ; 

outpu t (POWER I CLOCK) ; 

delay(200) ; 

ou tpu t (POWER) ; 
delay( 10) ; 

/* clock next bi t * /  

output(POWER I CLOCK); 

ou tpu t (POWER) ; 

output(O); 

bitstring(unsigned char val) 

{ 
sta tic char 

char 

unsigned char 

buf [9] ; 

*s � buf; 

milsk = Ox80; 

for (; mask; mask » =  1) 

if (val & mask) 

e l se 

*s � 0; 

*s++ ' 1 ' ; 

* s++ '0' ; 

return buE; 

#define STEP 

void 

print_da ta(void) 

{ 

4 

int i, j; 

for (i � 0; i < num_data / 8; i 

+= STEP) { 
if (verbose) 

printf("%3 d  � %3d\t " ,  i 

* 8, min (num_data, (i + STEP) * 8) -

1) ; 

8) 

for (j = 0; 

if (i + 

< STEP; j ++) 

< num_data / 

printf( " %s " ,  bit

s tring(da ta [i + j]» ; 

else 

printf ( "  

" ) ; 

printf( " \ t " )  ; 

for (j = 0; j < STEP && i + 

< num_data / 8; j++) 

printf( " %02X ", data [i 

+ j]); 

printf( " \ t " )  ; 

for (j = 0; j < STEP; j++) 

if (i + j < num_data / 

&& isprint(da ta [i + j]») 

prin tf( " %c", data[i 

+ j J ) ; 

void 

else 

print f ( " . " ) ; 

printf ( "  \n " ) ; 

show_units(unsigned in t burn, 

unsigned in t rnaxval, unsigned char 

* p) 

{ 
unsigned int 

in t 

if (verbose) 

val = 0; 

i = 20; 

printf ( " Value area: \n " )  ; 

do ( 

if (verbose) 

printf( " %s 

(%02X) \t%3 d\n " ,  bi tstring( *p), *p, 

bits [ *p]); 

val += bits [ * p]; 

while ( *p++ == OxFF && --i); 

if (verbose) 
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printf("\t\t===\n\t\t%3d ou t 

of %d bits burned\n" , val, maxval); 

printf("%u(+%u) units - %u units 

left\nll I maxval - burn, burn, maxval 

- val); 

void 

show_units2(unsigned char *p) 

{ 

Mlu 

unsigned long 

int 

unsigned long 

if (verbose) 

val = 0; 

i = 5; 

pow = 4096; 

printf ("Value area: \n" ) ; 

for (; i; i--, pow /= 8) { 

if (verbose) 

printf("%s (%02X)\ t%d * 

% 5Iu\n", bits tring(*p), 

*p, bits[*p], 

pow, pow * bits[*p]); 

val += pow * bits[*p + +]; 

if (verbose) 

printf("\t\t 

=====\n\t\t % 51u 

units\n", val); 

else 

printf ("Value %lu units\n", 

val) ; 

} 

void 

prin t_type (void) 

{ 
unsigned int val; 

s truc t card_coun try *CCPi 

unsigned char cou; 

if «cou = da ta[ l ] ) 

cou = data[ l l]; 

ccp = country (cou) ; 

Ox83) 

printf ( "%s - ", ccp->name); 

switch (ccp->type) ( 

case 0: 

+ 12 ) ;  

+ 12 ) ;  

switch (data[ l l]) 

case Ox1 3 :  

show_units ( 10, 1 3 0, data 

break; 

case Ox06: 

show_units (10, 60, data 

break; 

case Ox1 5 :  

show_units (0, 40, data 

+ 12); 

break; 

default: 

printf ("value 

unknown\n"); 

} 

break; 

case 1: 

val = bcd(data[2] & OxF, 

data[ 3 ]) ; 

show_units(2, val, data + 

12) ; 

break; 

case 2: 

show_units2(data + 8); 

break; 

default: 

printf ("card type 

unknown\n") ; 

if (num_data == 128) 

show_uni ts2(data + 8); 

else 

show_units (0, 0, data + 

12) ; 

} 

void 

dotes tmode(void) 

( 

unsigned char 

input_byte() ; 

unsigned char 

if (verbose) 

nw, ow = 

ov = DETECT; 

printf ("Test mode: \n") ; 

while (1) ( 

outpu t (ov) ; 

printf("\r%s - %s - %s - %s 

: %s - %s", 

(ov & POWER) 

"Power" 

(ov & CLOCK) 

"Clock" 

(ov & ISO_RESET ) 

"I Reset" 

(ov & FRENCH_RESET ) 

"F Reset" 

(ow & CARD ) ? 

: "Card", 

"Output" : " 

while «nw = input_byte() ) 

== ow && 

!_bios_keybrd(_KEYBRD_READY ) )  ; 

if (nw == ow ) ( 

switch 

(_bios_keybrd(_KEYBRD_READ ) & OxFF) 
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void 

usage(void) 

( 

case 'p': 

ov A= POWER; 

break; 

case 'r': 

ov A= I SO_RESET; 

break; 

case 'f': 

ov A= FRENCH_RESET; 

break; 

case 'e I: 

ov A= CLOCK; 

break; 

case 27: 

case 'q' : 

else 

ow 

output (0) ; 

return; 

nWi 

printf ("phone [-cdfhirstv] [

e<n>] [-w<n>] [<outputfile>] \n " 

"\t-c\tcontinuous 

read\n" 

" \t-d\tignore card 

detect\n " 

"\t-e<n>\twrite bit n 

and erase next byte\n" 

"\t-f\tforce french 

length\n" 

bits\n" 

phone\n " 

n\n") ; 

} 

void 

"\t-h,-?\tthis help\n" 

"\t-i\tinvert input 

"\t-r\tread as a real 

"\t-s\tsilent mode\n" 

"\t-t\ttest mode\n" 

"\t-v\tverbose mode\n" 

"\t-w<n>\twrite bit 

main(int argc, char 'argv[]) 

int 

int 

int 

int 

char 

int 

char 

write_bit 

erase_bit 

0; 

0; 

wait_card 0; 

real_read 0 ; 

'of = NULL; 

test = 0; 

c; 

pp = '(unsigned int far *) 

Ox408; / * look up LPTl: * / 

num_data = 16 * 8; /* default 

128 bit cards */ 

while (argc-- > 1) 

argv++; 

if (argv[O] [0] 

while «c 

* + +(argv[O]» != 0) ( 

'-' ) 

8; 

switch (c) 

case 'c': 

go = 1; 

break; 

case ' ?': 

case 'h': 

usage() ; 

return; 

case 'f': 

num_data 

break; 

case 'w': 

write_bit 

atoi(argv[O] + 1); 

break; 

case 'd': 

wa it_card 

break; 

case 'e': 

erase_bit 

atoi(argv[O] + 1); 

break; 

case 'i': 

one = !one; 

break; 

case 'r': 

real_read 

break; 

case 's' : 

silent 

break; 

case 't': 

test = 1; 

break; 

case 'v': 

1 ; 

32 * 

1 ; 

1 ; 

verbose = 1; 

printf ( " Phone 

vl . O\t\t\t\t(C)opywrong 199 4 by 

Hack-Tic magazine\n"); 

else 

of 

if (verbose) 

break; 

argv[O] ; 

printf( " Reading on printer-
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port: Ox%X\n", pp); 

if (test:) 

dotestmode() ; 

return; 

initbits() ; 

output(DETECT); 

while (wait:_card && '_bios_key

brd(_KEYBRD_READY)) ; 

while ('card_in() && '_bios_key

brd(_KEYBRD_READY)) ; 

if (go) ( 

while (inp(96) '= 1) 

read_data(real_ read); 

else ( 

delay(20) ; 

if (!silent:) 

print:_data() ; 

print_type ( ) ; 

if (wri te_bi t) 

delay(20) ; 

These are the guidelines for 2600 meetings: 

write_bit_iso(write_bit) ; 

read_data(real_ read); 

if ('silent) 

print_dat:a() ; 

print_type ( ) ; 

if (erase_bi t) ( 

delay(20) ; 

erase(erase_bit) ; 

read_data(real_ read); 

if (' silent) 

print_datal) ; 

print_type() ; 

if (of) { 
FILE 

if (( f 

"wb" )) '= NULL) { 

* f i 
fopen(of, 

num data 

fwri te (data, 1, 

8, f); 

fclose(f) ; 

else 

perror (of) ; 

while 

(_bios_keybrd(_KEYBRD_READY)) 

_bios_keybrd(_KEYBRD_ READ); 

1) We meet in a public area. Nobody is excluded. We have nothing to hide and we don't presume to 
judge who is worthy of attending and who is not. If law enforcement harasses us, it will backfire as it 
did at the infamous Washington DC meeting in 11/92. 

2) We act in a responsible manner. We don't do illegal things and we don't cause problems for the 
place we're meeting in. Most 2600 meetings are welcomed by the establishments we choose. 

3) We meet on Fridays between the hours of 5 pm and 8 pm local time. While there will always be 
people who can't make this particular time. the same will hold true for any time or day chosen. By 
having all of the meetings on the same day and time, it makes it very easy to remember, opens up the 
possibility for inter-meeting communication, and really causes hell for the federal agencies who want to 
monitor everything we do. 

4) While meetings are not limited to big cities, most of them take place in large metropolitan areas that 
are easily accessible. While it's convenient to have a meeting in your home town, we encourage 
people to go to meetings where they'll meet people from as wide an area as possible. So if there's a 
meeting within an hour or two of your town. go to that one rather than have two smaller meetings fairly 
close to each other You always have the opportunity to get together with "home town hackers" any 
time you want. 

5) All meetings must contact us to let us know how things are going even If nothing unusual is 
happening. If we don't hear from your city on a regular basis, we'll have to stop publicizing the site since 
telling people to go to where no meeting IS really doesn't do anyone a service. You can email us at 
meetings@2600.com or call us at (516) 751-2600. We also need a way of getting back in touch with you. 

Anyone can have meetings and set whatever rules they wish. However, if they're going to be affiliated 
with 2600, we ask that these few guidelines be observed. Thanks. 
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FOlcts on ArM COlmerol securiity 
by Kitsune 

Here are some facts to clear up the many m iscon

ceptions on cameras at Automatic Teller Machines. 

Myth: Every ATM has a camera, as required by law. 
Fact: There are no national (U.S" Canada, Mexico, 

Japan, Australia, New Zealand, to name a few that I can 

conf irm) or banking industry laws on requiring video or 

film 

There are some local laws (or laws in other coun
tries) that have been implemented, but they are typical

ly only for personal security in a vestibule, 

Remember, the banking industry is  cheap; they do 
not put in any more than they need, They are also unregu

lated - they can do anything they want with the cameras, 

There are no "camera police" to decide what is "allowed", 

Their biggest loss is in fraud, and this is the only 
reason for them putting cameras in, not your personal 

security. If there is a vestibule with cameras in it, these 
are for security. 

Myth: Every ATM has a camera, even if you cannot 

see it. 

Fact: If there is a camera, you can see it If the plas

tic is too dark for you to see through, the same is true 
for the camera. 

Fish eye adapters (not lenses, but screw on adapter 
glass for the existing lens, which is typically an auto-iris 

type) cost bucks, as much as the camera in some 

instances. Pinhole lenses are even more expensive and 

the image sucks, They do not usc them in ATM's, Period, 
A one way mirror (like manager's office type) is too 

dark, so it is not used, Instead they use a mylar f ilm, You 

can see through j ust as well as the camera, if there isn't 

too much reflected light on your side. 
Myth: The camera can see me entering my PIN. 

Fact: The banks couldn't care less if they see your 
hands entering the PIN - they want to see your face. 

Myth: The camera can see me, and identify me 

and/or my car. 
Fact: To get the best image of the user, the lens is 

picked and adjusted to make your face f ill the screen 

when you use the ATM .  This means setting the focal 

length/focus to around 20 inches. You cannot be identi

f ied at 20 feet with this setting, as either your 

face/license plate is  too small, or it is  out of focus. 

Myth: Someone, someplace is watching that camera. 

Fact: No one, no place is watching that camera. A 

"time-lapse" VCR is connected to the camera, and the 

VCR may be recording other cameras in the same bank 

in addition to the ATM camera. 

Myth: The VCR records everything, j ust like my 

home VCR. 

Fact: T he "time-lapse" VCR is basically a "snap

shot" recorder, and the images are therefore recorded 
every second or so. If the ATM camera is part of a larg

er camera system, the ATM camera is  only recorded 

every few seconds (every second or so multiplied by the 

total number of cameras). 

Typical speeds are: 

NTSC 2h (BETA-2 & VHS-sp), 6h (VHS-slp),  

1 2h, 1 8h, 24h (0.2sec), 48h (O.4sec), 72h (0 6sec), 84h 

(0.7sec), 96h (0 8sec), 1 20h ( 1 .0sec), 1 80h ( l .5sec), 

240h (2.0sec), 4S0h (4 Osee) .  

PAL :  3 h  (V HS-sp), 1 2h, 24h (0. I Ssec), 48h (0.34sec), 

72h (0.5sec), 84h (0.58sec), 96h, 1 20h (0.82sec), 1 80h 

O.22sec), 240h 0.62sec), 480h (3.22sec). 
Myth: The banks review all the tapes, looking for 

suspicious activity. 

Fact: Very few banks review their tapes, and those 

that do j ust review them for system operation (all cam

eras work? in focus? date/time correct? transaction data 
showing?). They do not watch the tape with any detail, 

unless they are looking for something. 
Once they are looking for something, they search 

for the date and time of the audit trail on the tape, using 

the cue/review or VITC (vertical interval time code) 
search features of the VCR, ignoring all other activity 

on the tape. 

Myth: The VCR is only activated when I put in my 

card. 
Fact: The VC Rs run 24 hours a day. Only one per

cent of them are "activated" by the card (there is too 

much time taken to get the tape up to speed after such 
an unloaded position, and if you stay in "still" forever, 

you trash the tape and heads). 

It is also easier for the bank to just put it on a week
ly exchange of the tape, then they do not have the pos

sibility of running out of tape unpredictably based on 
ATM activity. 

They usually have 1 5  to 30 weeks rotation of the 
tapes because it can take that long for them to f ind out 

that there is a problem with the account (three or more 
billing cycles). 

Myth: There is a microphone, recording audio. 

Fact: Very few V CR's can record audio. Of those, 

even less are ever used for audio. Audio recording only 
works in the 2hour or some 1 2hour/24hour speeds, on 

some V CR's. The banks do not use this feature. Some 

convenience stores however, do record audio to ensure 

ABC compliance. 

Some Other Camera Facts 

Most cameras now have C CD (charge coupled 

device) all electronic imagers. This makes the cost and 

maintenance go down in comparison to the vidicon tube 

cameras, but at a loss of resolution. 

Typical resolution for CC D cameras are: black and 

white 2/3" imager: 512x492pixals 380horizontal; black 

and white 1/2" imager: 800x500pixals 570horizontal; 
black and white 1/3" imager: 512x492pixals 560hori

zontal; color 1/2" imager: 512x492pixals 330horizon

tal; color 1/3 " imager: 752x852pixals 480horizontai. 
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Some Other VCR Facts 

VCRs in use are BETA, Super-BETA, Ed-BETA 

(NEC), V HS and Super V HS (NEC, Sony, lVC,  

Panasonic, and many fe-manufactured consumer 

decks), and a few 8mm's thrown in from Sony. 
The BETA decks run at an odd fundamental speed 

(BETA 1 .5 hour) and have same-angle heads (you can

not play your consumer BETA). The early V HS decks 

also had same-angle heads, and could not play your con

sumer tapes. The newer V HSIS-V HS decks have con
sumer compatible 2 or 4 head, and can play your two 

hour V HS tapes, but very few will play your six hour 

tapes (again because of the odd fundamental speeds). 

All use L5001T 1 20 tapes. The L7501T 1 60 tapes get 

eaten by the machines. 

Tapes are good for about 10 to 20 passes before 

they are scored from the drum. The drums are good for 
12 to 1 8  months if  good tape (double coated, not too 

many passes) is used. 
The decks cost the bank between US $ 1 800 and US 

$2600. Many are RS-232C remote controlled, for pro

gramming/searching the tapes. 

Typical resolution for V CRs is: black and white : 

350horizontal, color: 240horizontal. 

They will record color, but resolution and identif i
cation is better if you don't waste it on trying to repro

duce color. Color cameras cost bucks too. Most cameras 
installed now are CCD. 

Camera Hacks 

Walk up to camera with the sun behind you. The 

auto iris lens usually cannot adjust for the bad contrast. 
Some cameras have image enhancers to fix such con

trast problems, but they work only if the white to black 
area is about 3 : 1  or 3 .5: 1 .  

Walk up from the side. I f  you cannot see the glass of 

the lens, i t  cannot see you. 
Walk up to the camera with a bright light glaring 

right into it. The auto iris will  try to shut it out. 
Cover the lens with cellophane. If  it looks fuzzy and 

out of focus to you .... This has the added benefit of 
being unnoticed. 

A TM Hacks 

Myth: All the data is encrypted. 

Fact: Some of the data is encrypted, just a few f ields. 

Myth: ATMs use dialup lines. 
Fact: ATMs use direct connect, multipoint, or mul

tidrop phone connections. Some are connected via satel

lite links, called V sat. Some ATM s  can be used in a dial

back (ATM calls host) connection, for temporary sites, 

but not "temporary" sites as "permanent" as the fair, etc. 

Myth: You could hack the modem line and make the 

ATM give you money. 

Fact: The reason on the grand scale is protocol 

(typically SDLC/SNA, BISYNC, or async Poll/Select). 

These protocols exchange message numbers with each 
packet, so you would need to "become" the host after 

learning the sequences "right now", get the ATM to 
request from the host your withdrawal, emulate the 

proper encrypted sequence, based on the encrypted 

request, sequentially in real time. 

There is  no way for the host to "tell" the ATM to 

spit money. The host just grants approval for the request. 
("Can I give this customer three $20's and a $ 1 01" 

. . . . .  Sure .")  Your next problem would be the audit trail 

kept in the ATM . 

Some Other ATM Facts 

If you disconnect the line, the ATM shuts down as 
if the service key was turned. Depending on the net

work, when you restore the line, reconnection can be 

automatic or need to be enabled by the host. 

Those that speak of accessing the ATM when it is not 

communicating with the host are correct, to an extent. It 

all depends on the network and the software loaded (local 

approval for bank-owned accounts only, typically). 

No, you cannot easily get into the vault of the ATM. 

I have seen them dragged off of walls with tow trucks 
(he ended up dragging it for about two blocks), they 

have been blown up (enough force to pop them also 

toasts the cash). They have however been cracked just 

like any other safe. 

Typically, they are just attached to the floor, stick

ing out the hole in the wall .  
Cash on hand is less than US $70k fully loaded with 

US $20 in a machine that has two bins, but usually they 

are a mix of two denominations. 
The cash bins look l ike tall ammunition cases, and 

are also locked, and then locked into the machine (takes 
two keys even after the vault is opened). The bins have 

the feed mechanism built in, so when locked, they're 

sealed from "coathanger" prying. 

If a card is captured, it is not "eaten, munched, or 

trashed". It  is just tossed into a tupperware bin. 
The deposit envelopes are checked only by humans 

for content; the machine cannot do this. The deposit 

envelopes are printed with the audit trail as they are 

accepted into the machine. 

Our new I nternet site is being 
constructed as we wr i te th is .  Stay 
tuned for deta i ls  on  how it  w i l l  change 
you r  l ife.  I n  the meant ime,  p lease 
take note of these new addresses: 
lette rs @' 2600.com - to send us  a letter 
a rt lc l es @ 2600.com - to submit an  a rt ic le .  
2600 (ci 2600 com - If you J ust want to say h i .  

A n d .  I n  c a s e  tll i ngs go awry. k e e p  o u r  o l d  
address - 2600 (g' we l l . sfca us .  I f  y o u  don't t rust 
tile net and have faith in the U . S  ma l l .  wnte to 
us at 2600.  PO Box 99 .  M idd le  I s land .  NY 
1 1 953. I f  you  ,be l ieve a fax IS  sa fe  f rom p ry ing  
eyes .  ou r  fax  n u mber  IS  (5 1 6) 474-2677 . And I f  
you actua l l y  be l i eve your  p llone ca l ls  8r8n ' j  
be ing tapped.  you can ca l l  us  at ( 5 1 6) 7 5 1 -2600. 

The cllolce I S  you rs 
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h . o . p . e .  sca res away m i l ita ry 
- - - - - - - - - - Forwarded message - - - - - - - - - 

Date : Mon, 8 Aug 94 8 : 33 : 13 MDT 

From : ....... . army . mi l >  

To : _ _-.-1 _-_-_ ____ . army . mi l >  

Cc : _ ....... _-.-. _-_-_ . army . mi l > , 

•• _ ....... . army . mi l >  

Subj ect : Hackers 

Good morning ....... , 

I ' m writing to tell you that the First U . S .  Hacker Congress is  

meet ing in New York on Auqust 13 and 14 . Groups l ike the Chaos 

computer Club, Hack-Tic ,  and Phrack wil l  all be in New York 

doing what they do best ( breaking into systems and yours is a 

prime candidate ) .  The problem is even with the added security 

measures that have been taken on the network at WSMR, the hackers 

can still  get into the system . When the sni f fer program inter

cepted the passwords on the network the hackers bui l t  a diction

ary from those passwords , this makes the systems on the network 

more vulnerable to attack ( i . e .  people tend to use the same type 

of password ) . The best advice I can give you on this matter is to 

take the WSMR network o f f  the Internet (milnet ) for the weekend . 

One of the Computer Scientists that should be executed . 

-_ ....... 
_ ....... , . . 

- ---
-_ .  

Perhaps it would be a good idea to take 
White Sands Missile Range off the 

Internet altogether. 
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by Thomas leom 
IIRG/Cybertek 

In order to understand the techniques 
detailed in this article, a basic knowledge of 
cellular telephony is required. Instead of 
rehashing what has already been written, 
those in need of the required education 
should refer to a good g-file on cellular 
telephony. The ones written by Brian 
OblivionlRDT or Bootleg are recommend
ed by the author as well as Damien Thorn's 
articles from Nuts and Volts magazine, and 
the numerous articles that have appeared in 
2600. They should be considered required 
reading at this point. 

Introduction 

The Electronic Communications Privacy 
Act of 1986 (ECPA) prohibits the monitor
ing of cellular telephony communications 
except for network testing, equipment trou
bleshooting, interference tracking, or war
rant-sponsored surveillance. It also man
dates that the Federal Communications 
Commission deny Part 1 5  certification 
(which is required to sell radio equipment in 
this country) to "scanning receivers" which 
are "readily modifiable" to receive cellular 
telephony communications and 800 Mhz 
band frequency converters. This mandate 
does not apply to "test equipment" as tech
nicians working in the cellular industry 
obviously need the equipment to trou
bleshoot problems. Nor does it apply to the 
phones themselves, for reasons which 
should be obvious. Kits are also exempt 
from this mandate, as Part 1 5  compliance is 
considered the responsibility of the builder. 

So far, the response of the courts has 
been mixed in regard to enforcement of the 
ECPA. In 1 986, the U.S .  Department of 
Justice stated that they would not enforce 

the law, as doing so would be impossible. 
This was back in 1 986 with an administra
tion that does not exist anymore. The cur
rent administration might be a little less 
enlightened in regard to freedom of the air
waves. (They certainly are in regard to some 
other freedoms.) Some judges have held 
that since cellular telephony occurs over the 
airwaves, there is no "reasonable expecta
tion of privacy". Others have maintained an 
opposite viewpoint. None of the judges with 
the former viewpoint have gone so far as to 
declare the ECPA null and void. 

From a practical standpoint, despite 
whatever laws may be on the books, if it 
goes out over the airwaves one might as 
well shout it from a rooftop. Successful 
interception of unencrypted cellular tele
phone or any other form of radio communi
cations is undetectable and requires only a 
basic level of technical expertise. 

A Realistic Appraisal of Cellular Phone 
Security 

It should go without saying that any 
unencrypted RF transmission is naturally 
unsecured, ECPA notwithstanding. With 
that in mind, even though your cellular 
phone conversation is being sent out for 
anyone to intercept and listen to, there are a 
few other factors. 

The design of the cellular phone system 
doesn 't give it half the range of the old 
IMTS system. The old IMTS system had a 
maximum range of 50-75 miles whereas a 
cell site might have an absolute maximum 
20 mile range in a rural area where the cell 
sites aren 't that close together. In an urban 
area, a cell site could have a range of less 

than one mile. The decreased range means 
less potential listeners. 

The cell site is capable of adjusting its 
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power output and the power output of a ing their last national convention. On the 
phone in relation to its proximity to the cell other hand, the Republicans were smart and 
site . This can be as low as 30 milliwatts. banned the use of cellular phones in their 
What this means is that if one is close to a national convention. 
cell site, their signal 's range wil l  be Police agencies are another cellular 
decreased. user, using them on the assumption that 

Scanners capable of 800 Mhz reception communications are a l ittle more private 
are stil l  considered "high-end" pieces of than over their radio system. The NYPD 
equipment and therefore are generally pur- uses them for non-emergency communica
chased by serious monitoring enthusiasts. tions in their Precinct-Activated Response 
Among said enthusiasts, cellular is not con- Program, and for their highway callboxes. 
sidered a popular listening item, as they The various departments of transporta
feel that 90 percent of the communications tion and public works departments also use 
are "boring", and the continuous nature of cellular. Their highway radio advisory sys
cellular transmissions lock up the scanner terns operating on 530 and 16 10 Khz are 
and make it worthless for listening to any- often equipped with cellular phones for 
thing else. remote programming. 

With 832 c.PeJ:jnels W1P many differ�w i .  Flea Market Y¢iidWs are mating 
conversations to choose from, a cp:@k, V<imfone systemi\ &ith a���!ar phones in 
innocuous �q®ding call Wtp proba.fjly go ord¢r xo be abli W validate &;:;dit cards and 
unnoticed amq�g the dr�g dealerS} ��9ck- ches�p!lrcha��� }Vhile worklng l.l show. The 
brokers, and V*r�f9pe .�ysi.ems thafl�nabit Ver�(qn� sy�t�ms are basiG��W. 3001 1200 
the cellular airwiWi*/ < • . . . • •  . • . •  bau4mpoen1� ' •••••••.•••••••••••.. 

All things c8�$�ij�q;d, unl�$�m the Al.#w sy�� compani�if we mating 
phone 's MIN .l.ii :flagg¢d f$r �ome r#�$4n or alarm �Ysten1$ m. cellular phQi1�$ for use as 
the cell sit� being used t� flagg�i:t the a s�49nt:lary t�t�ven prim�bidh a remote 
chances that � given cellul�r will be m.Qni- are!'i} means of@9mmunicaH9p between the 
tored are sliffiJJ.f the user1geeps their ¢Mls al,�W; system anlj� custom�Ps site and the 
short and avoid� h;:tying}'lnteresting" c6h� ceritral station. 
versations, potential listeners will either Recently, the Metro-North commuter 
miss the conversation altogether, or moni- rail service in the New York City metropol
tor it briefly and go on to find a "less bor- itan area started offering public phone ser
ing" conversation. If the phone's MIN is vice on their trains. These phones use the 
flagged, or the cell site being used is cellular phone network. 
flagged, then expect the conversation to be As one can see, the use of cellular 
monitored. phones has come a long way from some 

Usage Analysis 

Cellular phones are used by anyone who 
feels they need instant phone communica
tions despite their location, and can afford 
to have it. While this includes a lot of upper 
class housewives, yuppies, and corporate 
executive wannabes, there are some more 
interesting users. 

Political organizations make use of cellu
lar phone communications. The Democrats 
made extensive use of cellular phones dur-

yuppie calling his wife to say he' l l  be stay
ing at the office late, and then calling his 
mistress immediately afterwards to tell her 
what hotel to meet him at. Those who like 
to listen to real-life soap operas however 
will be relieved to know that such conver
sations still occur over the free and open 
airwaves despite all the other activity. 

Equipment Availability 

In addition to outrageously expensive 
pieces of surveillance equipment sold to 
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law enforcement agencies (the Harris the receiver, a scanner wil l  receive a signal 
Corporation's "Triggerfish" being a prime at twice the intermediate frequency (IF) 
example), there exist other types of equip- above the actual frequency. Most scanners 
ment which can be used for interception of have an IF of 1 0 .7  Mhz, so one is able to 
cellular telephony. Even if such a special- listen to cellular by listening 2 1 .4 Mhz 
ized function as tracking a specific above the cellular frequencies. If the signal 
MIN/ESN pair is required, the technical is adequately strong, it will also be able to 
specifications of the cellular phone net- be received 1 0.7  Mhz (of whatever the 
work are publicly available so any compe- scanner's IF is) below the actual frequency. 
tent technician can design a piece of equip- Obviously, cellular phones are exempt 
ment to do the required job. An intercept from this regulation. Cellular phones can 
station can be put together for about one- usually be put into a diagnostic mode that 
tenth the cost asked for by "law enforce- turns them into a standard receiver/trans
ment suppl iers" and "spy shops". mitter in order to be more easily tested dur-

Despite the ECPA, receivers capable of ing the troubleshooting/repairing process. 
receiving cellular still abound. Readily The Oki 900 and Oki 1 150 (also known as 
modifiable scanning receivers made before the AT&T 3730 and AT&T 4740 respec
the g�r:kl§ revision are grandfath�rwt ;md J�t#1Y), have software available for them 
the e%lmllik stock may still be $914U Since · · ffi:im Network Wizards that will enable it to 
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Part l� RegJl�¥®s deni¢§ certifi��Hon to ril�ij .reverse c�ijttol cha�ne1 ESN (J.�t.lt in an 
"read�W modl(j��ly sc@hing r���yers". an�wpt to p��y�nt cellular p�9�g fraud. 
Some gf the ne,¥ �£�nli�.fs put Of! :OO� mar- 1'h�Y will stil�; �owever, rt;gi:l,Bhi:: forward 
ket sXh¢e the PaW iM+evision haV& been c6htfol chann@ data. When u�ed with an 
modit��ble via a �tij�ously det�lll. and oIif leom R+7QQ0/7 1 OQ t&;giver, the Q�)I 
complMiited procedure. Appa:retii:Wt\l: mod� ··· Wm �utomatl8;;:tiy tune th&rC8m M t6Imw 
ification involving the desoldering and re- the conversation. 
soldering of multiple  surface-mount Scanner frequency converter kits that 
devices isn't considered "readily modifi- enable non-800 Mhz capable scanners to 
able". One manufacturer has taken a differ- receive the 800 Mhz band (including cellu
ent approach on their new models. The cel- lar) are still being sold. One can also make 
lular frequencies are locked out via the pro- an 800 Mhz frequency converter out of an 
gramming in the scanner's ROM, so no old UHF TV tuner that covers TV channels 
modification is available short of burning a 70-83 - which are now the 800 Mhz band. 
new ROM for the scanner. There is howev- The Optoelectronics R I O  near field 
er, a code sequence which can be entered receiver is a device which looks for nearby 
into the keypad that loads test frequencies radio signals between 25 Mhz and 2 Ghz 
into the scanner's memory channels for and automatically tunes them in. It will also 
diagnostic purposes. Some of these test fre- display the received signal strength and fre
quencies are within the cellular phone quency deviation. It is classified by the 
band. From there one can then tune above FCC as a piece of test equipment. If one 
or below the test frequencies and receive were to get close enough to a ce\1 s ite or an 
the entire cellular phone band. in-use cellular phone, the R IO  would lock 

Most scanners that have 800 Mhz capa- in to the signals from the transmitter in 
bility will receive the ce\1ular phone band question. If one is monitoring a mobile unit 
via the image method. Due to the design of which is handed off to another cell site, the 
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RIO  is able to quickly reacquire the signal, technique is adequate for highly-populated 
as it is capable of searching through its urban regions where there are a large num
entire 25 Mhz to 2 Ghz coverage in two ber of frequency groups used for a given 
seconds. By adding the optional cellular area. In a lesser-urban, suburban, or rural 
bandpass filter and/or attaching an antenna area this technique wastes too much time, 
tuned to the cellular frequency range, the as only a small fraction of the channels are 
R l Os effective range can be increased while used. It is also difficult with this technique 
also rejecting unwanted signals from out- to reacquire a target when it is handed offto 
side the cellular telephone band. another cell site. 

Frequency counters are also a useful A better approach is to program the fre-
piece of equipment. . . .  having experi- quencies being used in the area of opera-
mented with the Radio unit, I have tions into a scanner. Each control channel 
discovered that using the telescop- only handles 20 voice channels . So, if one 
ing whip antenna, it will a 3 watt has 1 0  control channels in their area of 
phone running with a 5/8 .'

. 
operations (equal to 1 0  cell sites in most 

from a range of 50 feet. I 'm 1";'� II�igt��� 1 areas), that's only 200 channels that have to 
could be increased by using a be monitored. This technique will cut 
ter, amplifier, and/or CellUIQ.l:.jl,lmOlUI4., on the number of frequencies that 
Rolls Royce of frequency ('i\j;inti"r�' to checked, and allow for more effi-
Optoelectronics Scout which coverage. 
for SIGINT operations. A;:��:�i�l�itwtl� techniques are generally used for 
esting features, it is el monitoring. Once an "interest-
OS456 interface and is noted, the target can 
"reaction-tune" an 0 ... . identified and techniques designed 
er to whatever frequency the .'. at a specific target can be 
up, and can send data on frequency . >  . Typically, the control channel is 
tions to a Pc. by noting the voice channel 

A laptop or palmtop the target. Once the control 
needed if one desires to use the the data stream can be 
Network Wizards Oki Kit. One enables easier tracking of 
have a copy of Video Vindicator's and easier acqui-
Manager software for reference on the network. 
(converting frequencies to channels, ' . .... specific monitoring falls into two 
ing what voice channels correspond to wl1latA: " ca,1te!J'on . The first is a target with a 
control channel, and finding information known MIN. The second is a target which 
about adjoining cell sites). has been visually acquired and noted to be 

Interception Techniques 

The most common intercept technique 
is to program the upper and lower limits of 
the cellular band into a scanner's search 
memories and use the search function to go 
through all 832 channels. With a scanner 
that searches at 25 channels per second, a 
complete search would technical ly take 
33 .28 seconds, not counting time spent ini
tially listening to communications to deter
mine if they contain relative content. This 

using a cellular phone. 
Tracking a known specific MIN is gen

erally a matter of having the right equip
ment and being in the same general area as 
the target. If the target travels over a wide 
area, one will have increased difficulty 
with monitoring. I f  such was the case, then 
the surveillance technician would have to 
maintain multiple l istening posts in the 
various areas the target is known to fre
quent, or in the case of court-approved 
activity monitor the target at the MTSO. 
The tool of choice would be an Oki phone 
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with the appropriate software, or the DDI stop people from listening to radio commu
unit hooked up to an older Icom R- nications. Various totalitarian states have 
700017 1 00. tried throughout modern history with no 

If one is on a budget and knows the tar- success. Nevertheless, the retailers of cellu
get's voice, one can also manually scan lar telephone equipment continue to placate 
through adjoining cell site frequencies potential customers with the lie of "No one 
until the conversation is reacquired. This can listen in. It's illegal." As a result, users 
will ,  however, result in losing part of the of cellular phones are misled into thinking 
conversation. their conversations are as secure as they 

For a target that one has visual acquisi- would be over their home phone. They then 
tion on, one can determine the reverse say things whic,llopen them up to victim
channel frequency being used by means of ization by a v�y �mall minority of individ
a frequency counter. Once that is accom- uals who mou�t$r cellular communications 
plished, the rest is easy. The forward chan- in order to fjnd potential marks. I don 't see 
nel operates 45 Mhz above the reverse this ending��:Ytime soon. 
channel. As the target moves from cell site &9mx.m�g.ht argue that by providing this 
to cell site, the frequency counter would ) inf6ifrtiHij�lmye clued in certain miscreants 
indicate changes in operating frequency, \ WI:lO Jl1ight gp out and do just that. This 
The ultimate would be an Optoelectroniy§ Wight be tr��, but I 've also clued in people 
Scout sending frequency information tgii . who use q¢llular phones to the fact that 
PC which would then automatically t#�� \Ylli!tJhey �y over the air isn't private at all . 

�::er:�����: :����:�:. to the forwa�J �� i ;�:I�I��a:����hi��:::�u::;���:' t�h:� 
Under normal circumstances, ��i t6t- p&ffiap� $ve should pass a law banning the 

ward voice channel will also ryp�"'tJhe rrlMia from talking about murders, drunk 
reverse voice channel audio (thi� fs <;allea · 9rotvil1g; and a whole other host of unpleas
talk-around or side-tone). If, h9¥ev2i'; $� alit things that we'd like to discourage 
target is using a hands-free uQ�! .w.ete wjn 
be no talk-around so as to av<iidteedba.¢k. 
The result is that one will :;1�E!������I� l wi1�:��:r�

c

:;
. 

Bernie S. for his assistance 

can be a problem if one 's receivefti� 
reverse voice channel monitoring capabilW L 
ty, or if one is too far away from the target. 

Conclusion 

For the cost of a good VCR or TV, one 
can listen in on cellular phone conversa
tions and be able to track the phone's user 
as he goes about hislher business. Yes, it is 
illegal. Then again, so are certain types of 
sexual activity, but I don't see that stopping 
anyone. From a practical standpoint the 
identification of perpetrators violating the 
cellular provisions of the ECPA is virtually 
impossible. 

We all know that a law isn't going to 

:np.{p.rp.HrI" and Sources 

I .  "Cellular Telephony" (g-file), by Brian 
Oblivion/Restricted Data Transmissions 
(RDT) 

2. "Cellular Secrets" (g-file), by Bootleg 
The above g-jiles should be available on 

any decent HIP system. 

3. Introducing Cellular Communications. 
The New Mobile Telephone System, by Stan 
Prentiss, TAB Books 

4. Network Wizards, POB 343, Menlo 
Park, CA 94026 

Sells Oki Experimenters Kit. 

5. CCS, POB 1 1 1 9 1 ,  Milwaukee, WI 
532 1 1 

Sells DDI (Digital Data Interpreter). 
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own name, and keep al l and any profits ensuing therefrom. According to I really don't believe it's been one year since I subscribed to 2600. a superior who will overrule them when they are done with you. The gov-
Verzola, "using [the words ' piracy' and ' theft' of intellectual property) Well ,  as you Americans say, 'Time flies when you're having fun." Well ,  ernment will fuck you.  Keep your mouth shut and never never say any-
automatically connotes immoral action on the part of the copier." He also I don 't really want to waste your time writing crap but I really wanted to thing without a lawyer. 
writes, "How can you be selfish if you can give things away and have thank you for doing such a great job with your magazine. The Secret Service promised everything they could to get all the 
more than what you started with� How can we deny a good friend if we I ' m  Bulgarian by origin but I '  ,e worked and lived in Hungary for copies of my ATM software along with the message protocols and tech-
can also keep it for ourselves?" Well ,  I assume that Verzola has made all more than five years now. I started doing computers eleven years ago . nical manuals on the ATMs.  They didn't want that shit on the streets. 
the money he expected to make from his article, so if he gives the article You guys can 't even imagine what it was like at that time. The most excit- When they thought they had everything they wanted, the U.S .  Attorney's 
away to me, he's also keeping it for himsel f ( i .e . ,  he can also use it for ing moment was when I sat in front of a real Macintosh (during the Office proceeded with the fucking and their lies came out. Don 't trust -
himself) .  I 'm certainly going to have more than what I started with, as Communist regime, there were ab:;olutely no Macs in Eastern Europe). don 't believe. You'l l  regret it - I do. 
soon as other magazines pay me for Verzola's article ' There's sti l l  a lot to learn - the problem in Eastern Europe is the lack of ATM Bandit 
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This is a valuable lesson a lot of people have 

learned and one that even more will still have to 

experience. Many of us read about your A TM 

"hack" in the papers - while the idea was quite 

clever, setting it up and taking people s money 

was pure theft. Not bowing to this kind of temp

tation is one of the hardest challenges hackers 

face. 

Dear 2600: 
I recently read about your magazine in the 

December issue of Details. I now have the fall  

issue of 2600, with which I am impressed. I 

would like to extend a big congrat to Phiber 

Optik on his release from the feds. I too am in 

federal custody at this time, have been since 

1 99 1 ,  and have exactly one year to go. This too 

will pass. I would really like to see more Internet 
information in 2600, although I can't really 

judge it by a single issue. I wish to have written 

correspondence with someone out there who is 

willing to give me an Internet e-mail account. 

There is information on the net I would like to 
receive, but I have no one to retrieve it for me. 

All I would require of this individual is to send 

me printouts and type in messages to friends I 

can't communicate with. If anyone out there in 

the real world would like to assist me in this way, 

respond in a future issue and I will write to you 

directly. 

Phafnir 
Dear 2600: 

Today, for the first time in five years I had 

the opportunity to read 2600! I very much 
enjoyed it - a true test of the First Amendment! 

Unfortunately I am confined. Because of my 

past employment with Bell, I find myself being 

blamed by the U. S .  Bureau of Prisons for every 

breach of their FTS system and put into the hole 

(solitary) regularly! 
Even when a staff member lost his Token 

Ring access program for "Sentry" (this program 

unites an XT to the BOP mainframe), they again 

put me into the hole and went haywire - of course 

I sued! I won. 

The Cryptic Prognosticator 

Bits of Info 
Dear 2600: 

The 303 ringback is 99X-YYYY where X is 

any number and YYYY are the last four digits. 

Zeek (Major) 

Colorado 

Dear 2600: 
There's a simple way to avoid telemarketers 

using predictive dialers (Letters, Summer 94, 

page 42). The volume sensitivity is usually set so 

that it won't recognize that you answered unless 

you speak fairly loudly. I 've gotten into the habit 

of answering the phone with a quiet "hello". 

Humans can hear it, but not the salesmen. 

Skimmer 

Cambridge, MA 

Digital Correction 
Dear 2600: 

I just finished reading a friend's 2600 

(Winter 1 993-94) and I noticed an error. Page 38 

describes a Digital lock, made by the "Lockey" 

company. They indeed are difficult to find in the 

U. S . ,  however they are quite common through

out Southeast Asia. The error that was published 

is that the combination "is always five alphanu

meric characters long". There are extra "key" 

tumblers that could render the combination four 
to six alphanumeric characters long. So you 
could continue to plod your way through all the 

combinations or you could buy a cheap chemi
cal that is visible under ultraviolet light, spread 

it on the keys, wait for it to be opened, and check 
it out. 

Spook 

Intercept Tones 
Dear 2600: 

A use for those "recorded intercept" tones 

mentioned in the Summer 94 issue (the tones that 
precede "the number you have dialed is no 

longer in service") : I read in a very old Bell 

Technical journal in our company library that 

these tones allow Bell switches to automatically 

track statistics of what percent of calls do not go 

through. However, I have seen the phone 
installers in action and they routinely take a 

phone off hook for extended lengths of times 

when they're reprogramming the local switch. 

This causes the "time allotted for dialing" 

recording to trigger, followed after a minute by 

the loud brapping tones (OdBm vs. normal -

20dBm) . A fter several cycles of this, they get 

tired of hearing it so they redial a non-existent 

number just to get rid of the brapping. If you 

think of how many repairmen do this every day, 

you get to wondering what statistics they really 

end up keeping (like productivity stats of their 

repair crews). 

Scott 
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Buena Park, CA 

What 's really amazing is the fact that the vast 
majority of intercepted numbers (out of service, 
disconnected, or changed) never hang up ' For 
toll-free silent numbers, these can 't be beat. 

Monitoring Mail 
Dear 2600: 

Paranoia's concerns regarding mail monitor

ing (Autumn 1 994) are understandable, but over

stated. The surveillance he envisions would not 

work with most post box services or apartment 

buildings. For example, my city has several pri

vate mailing centers which offer post boxes. The 

bar codes I decoded for them indicate that the 

delivery point is only their street address, and 

does not code for the individual "sub-addresses" 

inside. Thus the same postal code applies to hun

dreds of individuals. It is barely feasible to code 

the delivery points for the required number of 

sub-addresses under the current system without 

reassigning the whole area's zip+4 codes. There 

are, after all, usually more than 1 00 post boxes in 

these places, with only two digits to represent 

them all, including the neighbors within the +4 

area. 

The word I got from my helpful post office 

was that each block of house numbers has two of 

its own +4 codes, one for the even and one for 

the odd side of the street. Each time the numbers 

progress from one hundred to the next, the code 

changes. If a block of 600's were separated by an 

intersecting street, the two subsets would have 

unique +4 codes. 

A list of all the +4 codes can be obtained 

from Semaphore Corp. at (408)  688-9200, in a 
database format compatible with Apple 

Hypertext. The product is designed to clean up 

the addresses in your database and standardize 

them for a discount in bulk mailings. The price in 
1 993 was $ 1 25 .  

Red Box Problem 
Dear 2600: 

Drew 

62901 

I have been an avid fol lower of your maga

zine and have always turned to it for advice. Now 

I have a couple of questions to ask. Recently I 

built a red box . It worked great for a while. Then, 

for some unknown reason, it stopped working ! I 

didn't change the box or the tones. But now, 

whenever I try and use the box on a phone, an 

operator comes on the line. I ' l l  be in the middle 

of playing the tones and all of a sudden I hear: 

"This is AT&T. How may I help you?" What 

happened? I l ive in the 206 area code. I have one 

other question - what are the chances of getting 

caught while using extenders? I 've been using a 

local one for a while now and nothing has 

changed. What are the chances of me getting 

caught? 

Pestilence 

Hardware and software upgrades are making 
detection of red box tones easier and more reli
able. If you get the same results regardless of 
location, your box clearly isn 't good enough to 

fool the system. As for getting caught, this really 
depends on how blatant you are - phone compa
nies have historically put in little effort to track 
down red boxers. 

A TM Fun 
Dear 2600: 

While at my local Citibank I was playing 

around with one of the ATMs (with a touch 

screen pad thing).  Pressing the screen on the bot

tom where the words are underlined a few times 

got me into the diagnostic mode. When you try 

to use the diagnostic mode it makes some weird 

sounds and goes back to normal . 

Kilobyter 

Flushing, NY 

If you have in /act stumbled upon a diagnos
tic mode, there must be a proper way to use it. 
Keep experimenting and you 'll find it. 

True Hackers 
Dear 2600: 

Although I have known about your publica

tion for years (your mag has been referenced in 

hundreds of text files on hacking and phreaking), 

I have only recently acquired it through our new 

Barnes and Noble Bookstore. I was almost 

shocked to see it on the same shelf as the com

puter mags!  I didn't think it was even stil l  being 

published, but am very glad that it is .  The Winter 

1 994-95 issue is only my second copy, but I must 

say that 2600 is everything everyone said it is .  

In reference to several letters in the above 

mentioned issue, I was happy to hear your opin

ions on destructive hacking and phreaking. JL of 

Highland, CA was nothing but destructive by 

erasing that hard drive and uploading a virus. JL 

is the type of "hacker" that gives us all a bad rep

utation and pisses off the media. A true hacker 

would never think of doing such a stupid thing as 

destroying data or inserting viruses. A true hack-
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cr hacks to see if he or she has the necessary 

skills to do it, looks at things, then gets out ! JL 

should not be proud of this accomplishment at 

all, but be sorry and promise never to do it again 

or completely give up hacking. Cat in the Hat 

from Warner Robins, GA was also wrong to even 

think 0 f cutting wires in that terminal can. How 

would the Cat like it if the phone lines to their 

residence were cut or tampered with? Or, would 

the Cat like a $500 phone bill where all calls 

were undoubtedly made from his phone number? 

I doubt it. 

Edison Carter 

Mystery Computer 
Dear 2600: 

Here in California, Pacific Bell uses a special 

prefix for their company phone numbers - 8 1 1 -

which I think is dialable from all area codes in 

California since some of the numbers reach 

northern California and some reach San Diego 

when I dial them from Los Angeles. These num

bers are always toll free, even from payphones 

and most COCOTs, and are not dial able from 

other area codes outside California. Many of the 

numbers are assigned to Customer Service and 

printed on people's phone bills to call in for 

billing questions, etc. However, there are many 

other numbers for special offices, and some 

Pacific Bell employees even have their own 

voice mail numbers with dial out capabilities ! 

While exploring these 8 1 1 numbers, 1 came 

across a computer. The computer voice greeting 

says, "Port 3, Module 1 .  Notice: This is a private 

computer system. Any unauthorized access will 

be investigated and prosecuted to the full extent 

of the law. Lurgin." My guess is that "lurgin" is 

an industry variation of "login". Also, the port 

and module number probably vary depcnding on 

where you're calling from. It is not a dial-up . It is 

accessed and used by touch tone entries. After 

entering eight to ten digits and hitting #, the sys

tem responds with "password". After entering 

another eight to ten digits and #, the system 

responds with "passcode invalid" . Any ideas 

what this is? DEPAC computer for installers? 

The number is 8 1 1 - 1 200. 

William Tell 

The "lurgin " you hear is no doubt a strange 
computerized pronunciation of the word "login ". 
As jor the purpose of the system, we can only the
orize that it 's something phone repairmen would 
use while on the road since virtually every other 
telco employee would have access to a "real" 

terminal. Keep a close eye on the next repairman 
who works on your phone. 

Source of Income 
Dear 2600: 

Recently I was at a payphone and 1 needed to 

make a cal l .  I deposited a coin and tried to make 

my call but as soon as I had dialed the last num

ber the line just went dead. This pissed me off 

because I didn't get my quarter back. So I called 

the operator and told her what happened. She 

then happily said she would send me a check in 

the mail .  This got me thinking - how could she 

possibly know how much money I put in the 

phone? So about 1 5  minutes later I called a num
ber in Washington without inserting money (I 

was calling from California). The message came 

on and said that I needed to insert $2.70. Then I 

hung up and called the operator and told him the 

same story that I told the other operator. About 

four weeks passed and, just when I was begin

ning to think that the checks would never get 

here, I found two checks in the mail, one for 25 

cents and the other for $2.701  I 've been doing 

this for about six months off and on and so far I 

haven't seen any white vans parked outside my 

house. 

CMS 

Santa Rosa, CA 

You never see the white vans until it 's too 
late. 

Strange Numbers 
Dear 2600: 

I just picked up the Autumn 1 994 issue of 

2600 and loved every page. I read the news arti

cle about the 800 number for the House of 

Windsor catalog and how it would tell you the 

address of the person you sent it to even if their 

phone number was unlisted. Since I have an 

unlisted number, I decided to give it a call to see 

if I could send myself a catalog . Wouldn't you 

know it, the article was right about there being 

gaps in the database - like the whole state of 

Idaho ! 

Last night I was scanning six digit numbers 

trying to find an ANAC number for my area 

when the number 1 1 5742 came up. After the 

fourth number was dialed, it started to ring. It 

turns out that when you dial 1 1 57 you get a 

recording that says "The last number called to 

your phone has been traced and a $ 1 .00 service 

charge has been added to your bill .  If this is an 

emergency, hang up and call 9 1 1 or call 1 -800-
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582-0655 to have the charge removed." Is this 

some form of caller ID? And if a caller dials *67 
before they call ,  will it disable the feature? 

Jason 

Boise, ID 

We 're told the House olWindsor number now 
connects you with a human, so looking for gaps 
will be a bit trickier. What you 're connecting to 
by dialing 1157  is the same as if you had dialed 
*57. This phone company 'feature " really does
n 't accomplish anything and is a great way for 
the telco to make money from harassing calls. By 
law, they are required to trace these calls without 
charge through their Annoyance Call Bureau. 
Anyone with access to features like Call Return 
(*69) or Repeat Call (*66) can use *57. *67 will 
not keep it from working. 

New Technology 
Dear 2600: 

I 'm writing you from a cafe in Palo Alto, CA. 

I am using a small ,  battery powered communica

tor that is able to send messages over the Ardis 

(digital cellular) network. 

This device, which runs the Magic Cap oper

ating system and will cost less than a laptop, can 

send images and sound to anyone running the 

Magic Cap software. I can send/receive ASClI

only messages with folks on the Internet, 

Compuserve, AOL, Prodigy, and just about any

one else with inter-networked email .  

There are many open security questions in 

digital cellular communications that need to be 

solved. I encourage 2600 readers to get a scan

ner, cell phone, or digital modem and experi

ment ' 

Bitslicer 

Conscientious Trashers 
Dear 2600: 

Here is a copy of a letter we sent to NYNEX: 

"To Whom It May Concern at NYNEX: 

"We were recently going through certain cen

tral otfice and switch dumpsters and were 

shocked to discover the amount of recyclable and 

reusable materials that were being discarded as 

ordinary landfi II fodder. 

"For instance: hundreds of brown manila 

envelopes mixed in with the coffee grounds and 

Dunkin' Donuts wrappers. These envelopes can 

easily be reused for new files, and the discarded 

contents contained in them should be recycled 

instead of thrown in ordinary trash. 

Approximately twenty feet away from this par-

ticular switch's dumpster is a huge recycling bin, 

with containers for paper, plastic, cardboard, alu

minum, and glass, which is consistently empty. 

"Corporations and individuals send millions 

of tons of recyclable materials to the landfills 

every year! The corporations such as yourselves 

are the largest contributors to this eco-waste, and 

must do their part to help stop this growing trend. 

"We realize we can 't exactly boycott you for 

irresponsible environmental crimes, but we think 

you can see the advantages of cooperating any

way, because as we all know, the media is indeed 

a powerful tool. It's not like we're asking you to 

lower rates or anything (although that would be 

nice too), just to be responsible stewards. 

"Thank you for your careful thought and con

sideration. 

"Hackers for a Cleaner Planet" 

Satellite Theory 
Dear 2600: 

About Alcatraz from Pt. Pleasant Beach, NJ 

in Autumn 1 994 Letters - the little satellite dish

es atop his local food stores are possibly/proba

bly for inventory. If they're chain stores or sub

sidiaries of larger companies, they're probably 

using the dishes to transmit sales to the central 

otTice/headquarters. A list of purchases goes 

from the register to the dishes to the main com
pany who then know what to order. Immediate 

gratification for Vons. 

Anyone with your credit or debit card num

ber can probably cut in and get an exact list of 

what you're buying, not just where you're buy

ing. Not just tood stores do this, most high-vol

ume chains have automated inventory control 

through wires or satellite dishes. If you want to 

do this, I can't really help, but I 'd recommend 

getting into the computers at a particular loca

tion, and intercepting data from there. 

Daughter of a Satellite Engineer 

A Fun Project 
Dear 2600: 

I got a friend to buy me a copy of the Autumn 

1 994 2600 and I am truly impressed. I had heard 

about your magazine a long time ago but this is  

my first issue and it's great. My one gripe, how

ever, was the article "Breaking Windows". In my 

opinion, most of the information set torth in this 

article demonstrated basic DOS and Windoze 

knowledge, nothing difficult enough to be 

included in an article in a magazine of this cali

bre . . . .  However, I do have a suggestion for any-
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one who might try these tips: If you do bring a 

disk with you, keep a copy of attrib.com on it. A 

lot of stores will make their windoze files +rs 

and then delete attrib, making it impossible to 

change them back (most will also delete win

file.exe). I always have fun changing the color 

scheme to something like hot dog stand, making 

the win.ini +rs, then getting rid of attrib and win

file ! 

Quasinym 

Mystery Number 
Dear 2600: 

In Volume 1 1  Number 3 Zappy from Atlanta 

asked about dialing any number in area code 404 

with a 666 prefix and getting a strange series of 

DTMF tones returned. After a bit of playing 

around here is what I found. A 1 5  digit series is 

repeated over and over. It consists of the follow

ing : #4*400---*5. Replace the seven dash

es with the number you called from. I tried this 

from three different lines with the same results. 

It always starts with #4*400 then the seven digits 

of your number followed by *5. Ever heard of 

this? 

Tony S harp 

Whatever this was, we can no longer reach it 
from our area. 

TV Garbage 
Dear 2600: 

A couple of weeks ago, ' I was flipping 

through the channels of my TV set and saw a 

commercial for a show about "Hackers" .  It 

looked interesting to me, so I decided to check it 

out . After about an hour of boring World War I I  

footage, the show finally came on .  I was so dis

gusted ! They showed hackers as evil people try

ing to take down all the computer systems in the 

world. It even had so-called "real" hackers on the 

show who had destroyed people's systems. They 

told their stories about how they erased all their 

valuable information and other insane stuff like 

that. I hate these so called "real" hackers who 

stereotype all hackers in the world as evil crimi

nals .  I have never erased any data or wrecked any 

computer network in all my years of hacking . 

When I do "get in" or find a back door or hole, I 

report my findings to the system operator so he 

can fix it. 

The show kept going on and on about how 

evil hackers are. I was about to hit my TV when 

the 2600 editor came and set it right. "Most 

hackers know where the line between good and 

bad is . . .  and most hackers don 't cross it." I would 

have l iked to have heard more, but they cut him 

off to go on to all the evil stuff. I would just like 

to say thanks ! We've got to get rid of the stereo

types! 

You also saved my TV set. 

Puppet Master 

Hacking A irph ones 
Dear 2600: 

A couple of months ago, I flew on Delta 

Airlines . I hadn't been on a plane in three or four 

years so I was surprised to see that they have 

public Airphones that are easily accessible now, 

and they had one for every three seats. Well, I 

immediately looked up the charges in the 

brochure, and of course they were sky high (no 

pun intended) .  I think it was about $2 a minute 

for domestic calls . . .  worse than payphones if you 

can believe that. 

Anyway, I noticed that directory assistance 

wasfree! So I wanted to call it because I thought 

it would be exciting to make a phone call in 

flight. (It doesn't take much to amuse me.) The 

thing was - the phone required a credit card for 

bil ling. Being cardless, I asked my friend next to 

me if I could use his credit card to make the call 

and told him he wouldn't be charged. Well, he 

was wary and skeptical of my goal so he refused 

to lend it. So, I rummaged through my purse 

looking for any card with a magnetic strip. I 

found my bank card. Picking up the phone, I 

swiped my bank card through the reader to see 

what would happen. Next thing I heard was a 

bunch of DTMF tones, then the automated oper

ator voice saying "This is an invalid credit card." 

I think it reads all the numbers off a magnet

ic strip and plays them back in DTMF tones ! 

Now, if I were to have recorded them and had a 

clear enough recording. . .  maybe I would have 

been able to decode them and find out what's on 

my bank card. 

The Airphones have much potential and 

leave much to be explored. 

Mac Attack 
Dear 2600: 

E mpress 

Georgia 

I 've recently seen quite a bit of material on 

the Mac program AtEase, and some complicated 

and roundabout methods to get by it. When I was 

using an AtEase "protected" system at school 

last year, we had a very simple method to get 
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around it when we wanted to get to the finder. 
Simply go to the "Find File" option, and look for 

"AtEase Preferences". Open it up and look at it 

with the file finder viewer. The Finder password 

is stored, unencrypted, in the preferences file, in 

a predictable place. I don't remember where 

exactly, but the pronounceable passwords that 

most people choose will stand out like a sore 

thumb among the metacharacter crap . 

Remember this password, and use the "Go to 

Finder" option of AtEase. Whoopee ' You 're free, 

no mess, no traces of your intrusion, and you can 

remember the password for future access. It's a 

method hardly even worthy of being called a 

"hack". 

Rev. Mr. DNA 

Computer Numbers 
Dear 2600: 

In your Winter 1 994-95 issue of 2600 on 

page 27, Paul of New Jersey mentioned an NXX-

990 1 number that was dialed on the November 

23 show of OjJ The Hook. I have found that the 

following numbers in the 201  area code yield 

some interesting results: 337-9902 - "ENTER 

PASSWORD", 848-9920 yields no output, 848-

990 1 - "ENTER PASSWORD: WRONG", 694-
990 1 - "ENTER PASSWORD: WRONG" These 

all connected at 1 200 baud. What are they') 

Switches? Also, how would I found out what 

type of switch I ' m  on? 

The Phantasm 

We 're not aware of a uniform switch 
announcement for New Jersey; your best bet, 
believe it or not, is to ask your business office -
repeated£v. As jor the computer, it's quite possible 
this is some kind of passworded modem that 
leads to something else. A switch would most 
likely ask jor a user name as well as a password. 

Fun With Cordless Phones 
Dear 2600: 

A few months ago I read an article in your 

magazine about monitoring cordless phones in 

the 46 and 49 Mhz area. I am new to phone and 

computer hacking, but I have been frequency 

hacking for years and I think your readers will 

enjoy the information I have to offer. The follow

ing information will enable the hacker not only 

to listen in on, but also transmit on cordless 

phone frequencies. You will need to purchase an 

amateur radio. I have found that the best radio for 

the job is the Kenwood TM-742 or its predeces

sor, the TM-74 1 .  These are amateur dual band 

radios that are designed to be used on the 1 44 
Mhz and 440 Mhz band. These radios are modu

lar so the band modules can be removed, but they 

can also hold a third band module. The band 

module you will need will be the 6 meter (50 to 

54 Mhz) band module. The TM-74 1 is an older 

version of the 742 and can be bought cheaper 

than a new 742 (around $300.00). A new 6 meter 

module goes for about $ 1 00.00, about $50.00 

used. You will need to have the radio modified to 

transmit and receive out of the amateur band. 

The mods are very simple and can be done by 

almost anyone with a little soldering experience 

and a 1 5  watt soldering iron. The mods are read

ily available from any amateur dealer and in most 

cases the dealer will modify the radio for you if 

you buy it from him or her. But the mod consists 

only of removing two surface mount resistors on 

the 74 1 and moving two surface mount resistors 

on the 742, real easy stuff. After the modification 

has been done and the 6 meter module installed 

in the radio, all you have to do is enter the cord

less frequency in memory and you can transmit 

away. I would rather not be specific about the 

uses of this, but I 'm sure we all see the possibil

ities. Also, as a note, most police frequencies are 

in the 460.00 Mhz area around the country. If  
you have the 440 Mhz module, the mod lets you 

transmit there as well .  The possibilities are end

less. Good luck and i hope this helps. 

Radio Man, Tom 

CALL 
the 2600 
voice bbs 

(5 1 6J 473-2626 
YOU NEVER KNOW WHAT 

you LL HEAR NEXT 
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HACKING IN BRAZIL 
by Derneval computer gurus. The protocol used for that 

.}Before talking about hacking here, it's �ystem (X-25) is the same as is used for the �OOd {to i,describe the .sogjiitiQp':�f'·, oL. living. ::: .banking money transfers, but it wasn't possi-·�����'lt���,����Ytti�':��t��;::!�� ·
' :·,.t:c� ;�n:70�;�a�:�d 

t:a
f�:�����nt�i�;:' 

of livl'trg:··.w:i"fl16lji travellihg. ,::kmg ,dlstanc�. ) ·pedple who used that at home (not too many, 
The southern p� of the country· is whek " :  $inc�';oth·e-:;c..·OI:npany didn't think it would be 
most of the indu�try is concentrat�g;· whi:!e'·ifi ' Such . a  hit;\ anJ:!\didn't provide for it) could 
the west" one \lin find the Am}fzQfl jrtpgle. §pel1d:':tJreiifa!hel,s.' money discovering funny 
There are m?nY '.I?��:iIS ' 51fle..�.ili:!(t.�s.;; ; ; ,,,'.. . .  . JJUiJg� a!:J911t t\.le ,Jystem, like messing with 
. . Haekers;(anll .eoroNter entfJusiasts haw. . other people'§.",iili'8if��:: iij1d -such:· · ·One �q.llld 
several diffecrent .pf&ces:.:':fot m·ee!,ing: ·When ' i,al�p-us-�"Ut{id;inihil-t';(at the Shopping Centers 
"War Gam.�" {ame 04t; -!.liii�\'fe;;1 plac�; '"{9::/ - �(( make pho!'i� calls to theif'fi'i'ends.,.without 
meet had-e��· ' and m;t�er�ontacts were:--thc / " paying. The :guy at·the other end w�hlp be 
computer s'hops, ga� ,��cades, amj...::-Vfde.l heard by the �mall �eaker. ··· . 
texto" termimiJ�. The d.impu��.r ·sh:6p� »'t:!i'e a Phreaking\ he�y: in Brazil is something 
meeting place J.i�ause -lpanf b.t;,thtlse '\pack- secretive. Apll"rt frbm the trick d���n-J5e·d,jn ti}e 
ers" had no com�ters\)f their "\lwn aIj'd'4h� section "LeVers !To Read By"/ffi the Sum:n1'er 
shop owners would"!et tii'em plaY with Jheirs ., " ,  1 994 issue/'af 2600, where /one wql�,It( call 
as part of an adverftsj.llg t601 "t"!, encoh(age \through [ScIsed rotary tel�phones,{i'ittle is 
people to buy one for theiY·ki!is ,{fodax tha}js ImOwn abOl�1" phreaking. Ofie thing i�·that peo
no longer needed, since prices(Ii'!:ve &iiPJl-�d p!e;' who �nrolled in T6lecomm\l'nications 
down and hackers meet at schbols or some/" Ei-i'gineering cl'!htd.c4l!1 _1itrope am{USA with 
times just join a BBS (most peop l�\}VJ:lo h]!Y4 eas'e, .. b.ut th�Y-wo�ld na:l'teJI YOl-.diow. It must 
modem end up thiIlking . .  aboul setilng up ;1 ,  . , .. be said _ _ ¢at all public pb.9J1e's have metal 
BBS). By tile way, �ost schoo� af� advertis- c'ab,les arbund the _)¥ii'er and' that tlu; phone 
ing computer training as part of th_�ir curricu- mi.�.hi�e'�i are quire tough to break down-. r 
la, to charge more, and like/ eyhywhere, I gttess)rWasIt1t..fqi beauty. 
guess, people no 10ng�.r.Je.(\fn.4tP.ewriting, btl! { J;he phon.e�(:4_se some sort of metal coin 
comP.lJter�writifig; ai-id many �r'1.zilian news� /cal�ed"{jch"!6lwhich miist" be boll��t some
papers dedicate a section on c4ntputer knowl- '- wtier€. T'Il�;·trick is to use a coin with ·i'·stting"; 
edge once a week, with adyeriising, hints, �6:::jt.-.w.otiid not be collected. But if the police 
general info, and even lists o!�j3s 's .  caJght you . . . .  The police don't follow rules for 

A few years ago, the "Vrpeortexto" termi- tbirtgs like this . Either they would fine you, or 
nals were also big meeting pl'\tes. That war' {·�rrest you for vandalism, or whatever else 
part of an effort to make popu.l�r the use;'of:il i they can think of at the moment. It is a hassle. 
computer linked by moder4i;"l6. get seryttes 1 My friend who was doing Electrical 
like msx-games, info olfl,.��ther, . .  J:'ank ! Engineering told me that boxing in Brazil was 
a,ccount info, and so on. JusVh'k¢Jhe N'et, one :' impossible. The system is just not good 
·JoEW do e-mail, and per(Qrii ' som�"Jancy enough to be boxed. Other friends of mine 
tricks and other things thaliliuld b�/�alled : told me that in the Northeastern part, the 
hacking. The difference was :t�l; it ��s creat- , ·." phone system can be boxed. The phone corn
ed by the state-owned telephcifi§i§li�,any and" " '::-" pany doesn't admit any knowledge about that. 
each time the trick was too welnm�ht-',iLwas Internet access is something quite hard to 

'-·<········r'�· ·w changed. The real trick was keepiriii'[n.,touch;::_:; , ··get today. Until a few weeks ago, it was impos-
with the people who used the system like heir'·': ··· ·sible to create an Internet site that was not part 
It's no different than what happens with the ; of some research project. So only universities 
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and the like were capable of putting people in 
the Net Universe. In the University of Sao 

Paulo, people in the post-graduation courses 

could get access with case, but graduating stu
dents would have to show some connection to 

a research project. That was because the stu

dents found out that one could use the IBM 

CDC 4360 to telnet without an Internet 

account. Also, all the faculty had computer 

rooms full of 3 86's which were linked by fiber 

optic to this computer. Another one did the file 

transfers between the accounts and the com

puter at the computer rooms and ftp was also 
possible without an account, but only to a few 

sites.  That lasted for about a year, until it was 

fixed in the router, but only at the Politechnik 

SchooL Legend has it that the guys were 

downloading too many GIF and JPG pictures 

of top models from an ftp site nearby. That 
used so much bandwidth that the site started to 

complain and two things happened: the site 
stopped storing GIF's of wonderful women in 
swimsuits and the router was fixed to prevent 

ftp without an Internet account. One can still 

today connect to the outside world via tel net 

and many people have accounts in Internet 

BB S 's l ike Isca BBS,  Cleveland Freenet, and 

the l ike. The Bad Boy BBS was "in", until it 
went out of business.  This kind of access is not 
good, though, for it is very slow. Also, it is  
hard to download something bigger than 60 

kbyte. The way I devised, downloading the file 

inside the BBS and uuencoding it, you could 

list the file and capture thc screen listing, 
uudecode it after some editing and have a 

working .exe or .zip file. 

By these means one could, inside the cam
pus, do all the downloading one wanted, from 

anywhere in the world. Outside the campus, it 

is possible to do it by phone lines, but the 

modems will not go faster than 2400 without 

character correction (no Zmodem at all), which 

makes it quite hard to download compressed 

files. To try doing anything but read letters by 

modem is some kind of torture. The real thing 
is to do it by "linha dedicada", a special line for 

computer transmission. It's much more expen

sive though, but if you have the money . . . .  

Perhaps the best way t o  get access to an 

Internet account though is to be part of the 
research project "Escola do Futuro" that, 

among other things , gets schools linked to the 

Net. That's what I did and they pay me quite 

well to search for data in the Net for the stu

dents of those schools. The University of 

Campinas is  said to give all students an 

Internet account regardless of knowledge. Of 

course, here there 's BITNET al so .  That 's 

doomed for extinction, but for this or that rea

son, people haven't closed it down. Most 

teachers use it; guess there's even some post

graduation work written about that. It's easier 

to access via modem, also. Old habits die hard. 

Outside the campus, for common people,  
there are few opportunities. The only thing 

you can get, at least until the opening of com

mercial Internet sites, something about to 

happen one of these days, is access by maiL 

You j oin one B B S  with Internet access, and 

your mail is  sent over the Internet later in the 

day. This is not direct access, as one can see, 

but it i s  easy to access by modem. Problem is 
that you have to pay if you use it too much . 

The B B S 's that do it don 't do it for free, al so. 

Connection to Compuserve is also possible, 

but it costs a lot of money. 
Because of the newspapers, knowledge of 

the Internet is spreading fast and the number of 

sites is growing the same way everywhere else 

in the world. Even the military people are start

ing with it. There are plans to enhance it and 
make better connections, and some informative 

material is being translated into Portuguese, 

like "Zen and the Art of Internet" and made 
available in the gopher.rnp.br. There are many 

mirrors from many famous sites, like Simtel20 

and at least one Internet BBS, the "Jacare 

BBS" (Alligator BBS, available by telneting 
bbs.secom.ufPa.br - 1 92. 1 47.2 1 0. 1  - login bbs). 

World Wide Web sites are becoming sort of 

popular also, but stil l  available only to a few 

people who are lucky enough to get the access. 

Brazilian hackers are not very fond of sharing 

the knowledge of how to get access and other 

things, sometimes because of fear of losing it, 

sometimes because the demand would overload 

the system. There are no hacker magazines 

here yet, and very few people confess their 

curiosity about hacking for fear of not finding 

jobs. Most would-be hackers either get a job 

and stop hacking for fun or keep their activities 

secret in order to pursue their objectives. 
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by Sam Nitzberg 

The PC-6 is a pocket computer that was pro

duced by Radio Shack and also by Casio under 

another name. It is programmable in BASIC, with 

1 0  areas in which programs may be stored, has a 

memo-pad area for notes, equations, phone num

bers, and the like. A trapdoor is a secret entry 

point to code. A Trojan horse is a subversion of a 

program which results in the program performing 

some function other than the one intended by the 

user. The PC-6 does allow passwords to be used, 

but is  vulnerable to the attacks mentioned; this i s  

not addressed in the PC-6 documentation. 

The PC-6 has a memo pad area and a set of I 0 

program areas. The memo pad is normally used to 

store functions, financial information, phone 

numbers, and assorted notes. Normally, the 

memo pad may be browsed, and the contents of 

any program area may be viewed. The memo pad 

may be accessed directly via keys on the PC-6 

keyboard, or the memo pad may be accessed via 

programs. I f  a password is set by using the PASS 

command, any attempts to read the memo pad 

directly or obtain program listings are denied, and 

the protect error (Error 8) is returned. While the 

password is set, programs may still be executed. 

This is the trapdoor and Trojan horse vulnera

bility: once a password is set, the user is locked out 

at the command level from accessing program list

ings or the memo pad data. Programs can still be 

executed, and they may manipulate and access the 

program area. That is, a user cannot read memo 

pad contents with the password enabled, but if that 

user has modified a program present to display or 

manipulate memo pad contents, that program will 

execute properly and without restriction. 

An example follows. Suppose this is a pro

gram in one of the 1 0  program areas: 

10 CLEAR 

20 INPUT A 

3 0  GOSUB 100 REM Perform some 

func t ion 

40 PRINT A 

50 END 

100 A �A + 1  

1 10 RETURN 

This is not an exciting program. But it may 

be used to subvert the password mechanism all 

the same. To covertly provide memo pad access, 

all that is  needed are a few minor code changes. 

Someone having physical access to the PC-6 

only once without the password being set could 

change the code to the fol lowing: 

1 0  CLEAR 

20 IN PUT A 

3 0  GOSUB 100 REM Perform some 

function 

40 PRINT A 

50 END 

100 A �A + 1  

105 IF A � -9999 THEN FOR Z � l  TO 10 : 

READ# $ PR INT $ : NEXT Z 

1 10 RETURN 

By adding line 1 05 ,  the memo pad is sub

verted. To create the trapdoor, the value of -9999 

has been chosen. Presumably the legitimate user 

will not enter this figure. A subversive user 

would enter the value -9999 when running this 

program to activate the Troj an horse property 

which has been installed. The commands 

READ# $ and PRINT $ are used to read a single 

record from the memo pad, and display the 

record. The net result is that line 1 05 will cause 

the PC-6 to display the first 1 0  records in the 

memo pad whether or not a password has been 

set, the Trojan horse. Other than this all programs 

will  behave properly. Similarly, attacks feasible 

against the memo pad may delete one entry at a 

time or write over entries. One would be limited 

only by how many ways there are to manipulate 

data present in the possibilities of what could be 

done with the memo pad data. 

While this is a simple example, it demon

strates the problem with the password mecha

nism. Any person who is using a PC-6 is vulner

able to this attack. The only countermeasure 

besides the obvious - not letting anyone access 

the PC-6, and always having a password set is  to 

periodically review all source code on the PC-6. 

If  a person who owns one of these does not use 

passwords and someone were to apply the above 

technique, it would not matter if the individual 
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by Enigma 

Recently, I purchased a personal digital assis

tant. I chose the Tandy/Casio model over the 

Apple model partly because I was familiar with 

the 8088 and GEOS operating system (I figured 

I could write software and hardware hacks much 

more easily), but the big driving force of my 

decision was a nice employee discount ! 

Those who own the ZPDA and are already 

familiar with the IBM world can vouch that it is 

very similar to a PC - all the way down to the 

A:\AUTOEXEC .BAT and CONFIG .SYS. This 

got me to thinking about how to hack its software 

and firmware. 

The File Manager is  one of the most impor

tant parts of the ZPDA in my personal opinion. It 

lets you see which files are located in which 

directory. It verifies the existence of AUTO EX

EC.BAT, CONFIG.SYS, and various * . INI files. 

The key to hacking into the Zoo mer lies in these 

files - but how to get to them? 

Something that Casio and Tandy did NOT 

tell you is  that a simple text editor exists for the 

standard, stock ZPDA. It 's part of America 

Online 's Compose Mail feature. Just launch 

America Online, select File Open, and use the 

dialogue box to pick (almost) any file. Try look

ing at A :\AUTOEXEC . BAT right now. This 

batch file and its complement CONFIG.SYS are 

executed when you first turn on the ZPDA and 

when you press the reset button in the battery 

compartment. The big problem with this, though, 

is that these essential files are located on the 

ROM disk. You can change them on-screen, but 

when it comes to saving them, you will  not be 

allowed to. So we can't change these. What now? 

There are stil l  all those * INI files lurking 

about. Can we change these? Try it. The answer 

is: not directly. There are two main . INI files: 

B : \GEOWORKS\GEO S . INI and A:\NET. INI . 

You can open NETINI and see all kinds of nifty 

things to play with, but nothing that can be 

changed - alas, it's on the ROM drive. When you 

try to open the other file (GEO S . INI), you will 

get a file error. After some experimentation cou

pled with my programming experience, I con

cluded that this . INI file is "in use" by the GEOS 

operating system itself. Because of this, GEOS 

will stop you from using that file.  At this point, 

we know that we have to change the contents of 

A:\NET.INI, but there does not seem to be a way 

to do that. Oh, dreck!  So close and yet so far . . . .  

Look through the AUTOEXEC. BAT again 

and see that it makes a call to a little batch file 

named M KRAM. BAT This batch file checks the 

existence of B : \GEOWORKS\GEOS .INI. If it 

isn't there, one of the ROM files, A:\LOCAL.INI, 

is  copied to B : \GEOWORKS\GEOS.INI ,  in 

effect creating the proper . INI file. This gives us 

a lead into what is contained in GEO S . INI.  Open 

A:\LOCAL.INI and you will see a simple two

line configuration that points to A:\NET.lNI.  

Hmmm, interesting. GEOS.INI is on the RAM 

disk (i .e . ,  it, theoretically, can be modified) and 

points to a config on the ROM disk. We will need 

to do two things at this point: ( I )  copy NET.lNI to 

the RAM disk, allowing us to modifY it and (2) 

change GEOS.INI to point to our NEW NET.lNI.  

With the GEOS operating system restrictions, 

this doesn't seem like an easy task. 

The first thing to do is load up the File 

Manager. Copy A:\NETINI to B:\NET INI. This is 

the easy part. Now we have a NETINI that resides 

in RAM which can be easily modified. Don't edit 

this file yet, though, as you don't know what you're 

doing and can potentially mess something up. 

The second step is a little more tricky. 

Somehow we have to change the second line in 

GEOS. INI  from "ini=A:\NET. INI" to 

"ini=B :\NET.lNI". Because GEOS won't let you 

edit the file directly, this is easier said than done. 

You may have noticed that there is a file in the 

File Manager, SDISK.EXE, that will completely 

reset your ZPDA to factory defaults, clearing all 

memory. If you run this by double clicking, it 

looks l ike GEOS shells to DOS and then executes 

the program. You may also notice that 

SDISK.EXE has a slightly different icon. If you 

rename SDISK or if you create a batch file and 

try to execute it under the File Manager, the 

ZPDA spews out an error message. Now, with 

this information, take a look at the NET. INI con

fig file. Under the entry "[fileManagerJ" are a 

few lines - specifically one mentioning 
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SDISK. EXE followed by, presumably, an icon 

name. You'll also notice that lines exist for PEN

RIGHT.BAT, ZDRIVER. EXE, ZDRIVER.COM, 

and ZDRIVER. BAT. This means that ANY non

GEOS file named one of these five things can be 

executed directly from the File Manager. Another 

practical advantage of this icon execution is that 

when GEOS shells out to one of these files, it 

closes all of its data files (including GEOS.INI). 

A batch file can then delete or overwrite this all 

important . IN!.  

Now, how to specifically do this? Simple. 

Use File Manager to make a copy GEOS. INI 

called, say, TEMPIN! .  Use America Online to 

modify the string "A : "  into " B : "  in your 

TEMP.lNI file and save it. Now use America 

Online to create new file 

your zDIRI'Vil.R.E 
own , 

A word of caution before we continue. Any 

time you screw with a computer's configuration, 

especially if  you do not know what you're doing, 

you are going to lose something. When your 

ZPDA locks up beyond hope because of a faulty 

.INI, the only way to fix it is  with a total reset 

(both action buttons and reset), I have found this 

out the hard way several different times. If you 

are going to play with your ZPDA's configs, be 

prepared to lose something. A null modem cable 

or a serial cable with a null modem adaptor plug 

will only cost about $25. The "official" transfer 

software for the ZPDA costs about $ 1 00 and 

something similar can be found on America 

Online (and who can't get a 5-free-hour-voucher 

for AOL these days?) .  To put it bluntly, if you 

have important information, be sure to back it up 

because it will get wiped. 

Now that we can get to and change the con

figuration, let's look at what can be done. 

NET.INI contains many different things to play 

with. Some of the more stable ones I 've found 

(title followed by variable) are : 

[system] (font Size) and [motif] (fontSize) : 

These two variables are, by default, equal to 1 0 . 

If you have good eyes, you can change them to a 

smaller value to make the screen less cluttered. 

You can also make them larger. 

lui] ( screenBlanker): This is usually set to 

"true". You can change it to "false" if you don 't 

how secure those passwords are? Or more exact, 

does anyone know a specific way to bypass the 

password in one of these gadgets? Obviously, 

there must be SOME sort of back door that the 

technicians can use to get into the organizer 

without wiping the data. Happy hacking ! 

(continued/rom page 38) 
later started to use passwords. Unless a manual 

review was done of all code in the program 

areas, the attack would be effective. If a person 

regularly uses passwords, one lapse and the PC-

6 could be rendered vulnerable indefinitely. 
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��(3GJ6Jf:]��� Of:] f3@@ [16Jf:]fY 
GJ@tJjJ� @[1 f])GJ@f:]� f:](!!]tJjJ0�[])� [1@[]) [10[1� 

2 0 2  ALLTEL SVCS CORP 

2 2 0  D IAL CALL 

3 4 5  A I RTOUCH C ELLULAR 

3 4 6  AT&T 

5 9 9  '!WO WAY RAD I O  O F  NC 7 7 7  COMCAST CELL C OMM 

6 0 0  A I RTOUCH COMM 7 8 2  ROANOKE TEL CO INC 

2 2 1  M I C RDCELL 1 2 1 3 4 9  OMEGA C E L LULAR 6 1 4  S P R I NT CELLULAR C O  7 8 4  RAM TECHNOLO G I E S  

2 2 3  C AB L E  & WIRELESS C O M  3 5 7  PAGING SYSTEMS INC 6 2 0  T R I L L I UM CELLULAR CO 7 8 6  S PR INT C ENTEL FL 

2 2 4  BELL ATLANT I C  NS I 

2 2 4  SOUTHWESTERN BELL 

3 6 7  AT&T 6 2 2  MAINSTREET COMM 7 8 7  FIRST PAGE USA 

3 6 8  PAGING SYSTEMS INC 6 2 4  OMNl PO I NT 7 8 8  UNITED TEL CO OF TX 

2 2 5  T I M E  WARNER COMM 3 6 9  BELL ATLANT I C  N S I  6 2 6  PARKWAY COMMt]NICATNS 7 8 9  WEST I OWA TEL CO 

2 2 6  BELL ATLANT I C  MOB I L E  3 7 3  PAC BELL MO B I L E  6 2 8  NB TEL MOB I L I TY 7 9 2  CAMPT I - PLEASANT H I LL 

2 2 7  AMER I TECH MOB I L E  3 7 5  P I ONEER T E L  C O O P  INC 6 3 8  N E W  CELL BOO A I RTOUCH COMM 

2 2 8  C INCINNATI BELL 3 7 7  CENTRAL OKLAHOMA TEL 6 3 9  NEXTEL COMMUNICATION 8 0 1  TRIAD UT L P 

2 2 9  CABLE & WIRELESS COM 3 8 0  RADIO CAR DAKOTA CEL 6 4 1  DEADWOOD CELLULAR 8 0 6  TRIAD TX L P 

2 3 0  PCC MANAGEMENT 

2 3 1  PCC MANAG EMENT 

3 8 2  ELKHART TEL C O  INC 

3 8 6  JEFFERSON TEL C O  

3 9 3  CABLEV I S ION SYSTEM 

3 9 5  AMERICAN SHARECOM 

4 0 0  AI RTOUCH COMM 

6 5 1  UNITED TEL CO O F  NJ 8 0 8  PAC WEST TELECOM 

6 5 4  HOOPER TEL CO 

6 5 5  AME R I C AN S HARECOM 

8 2 6  VANGUARD C ELL SYS 

8 2 7  THUNDER BAY MOB I L I TY 2 3 3  COLONIAL COMM SYS 

2 3 4  CN COMMUN I CAT I ONS 

2 3 5  TRIAD MN C E L LULAR 

2 3 6  NORTHEAST TEL CO 

6 5 9  UNITED TEL CO OF NJ 8 2 8  U INTAH BAS I N  TEL 

6 6 1  AMERITECH MOB I L E  8 3 2  BAY S P R I NG S  T E L  C O  

4 0 4  C O MM  INNOVAT I ONS C O R  6 6 2  ROGERS CANTEL 8 3 5  QUEBECTEL MOB I L I T E  

2 3 8  ADVANCED RAD I O  TECH 4 0 5  T R I A D  OK L P 6 6 6  NAT I ONWIDE W I R E L E S S  8 4 0  NATIONW I D E  PAGING 

2 4 1  VANGUARD CELL SYS 4 1 2  N P I TTSBURGH TEL CO 6 7 2  NPB TELECOM 

2 4 4  TELEPHONE ELECTRON I C  4 2 1  ADVANT I S  6 7 3  AT&T 

2 4 6  COMM GATEWAY NET 4 2 2  ADVANT I S  

2 4 7  U S C E L LULAR 4 2 4  C G I  CORP 

2 4 9  GTE SOUTH INC - KY 4 2 6  W I R E L E S S  ONE 

2 5 4  UNITED TEL C O  INC 4 3 0  MCCAW C E L LULAR 

2 5 5  VBI 4 3 1  MCCAW C E L LULAR 

6 7 4  AT&T 

6 7 5  AT&T 

6 7 7  AT&T 

6 7 8  NYNEX MOB I L E  

6 7 9  AT&T 

8 4 1  GTE TEL OPERAT IONS 

843 COX ENTERPRI SES 

8 4 6  GTE MOB I L E  COMM 

8 5 5  UN I ON TEL CO - WY 
8 6 2  USA MOB I L E  

8 6 4  UNITEL 

8 6 5  CROCK ETT TEL C O  INC 

2 5 6  ALLNET COMM SVC 4 3 2  MCCAW C E L LULAR 6 8 2  NATL TEL CO O F  AL 8 6 6  I S LAND TEL CO LTD 

2 5 7  B E L L S OUTH TELECOMM 4 3 3  MCCAW C E L LULAR 6 8 4  PTI COMMUN ICAT I ONS 867 NEWFOUNDLAND TEL 

2 5 8  BELL ATLANT I C  MOB I L E  4 3 4  C H EROKEE TEL CO 

2 5 9  UNITED TEL C O  CARO L 4 3 6  GEOTEK COMM INC 

6 8 7  MTS MOB I L I TY 8 6 8  NEW BRUNSWICK TEL 

6 8 8  MT&T MOB I L I TY 8 6 9  SASKATCHEWAN TEL COM 

2 6 2  ALLTEL MOB I L E  4 3 7  AT&T 6 9 1  MOB I LETEL INC 

2 6 4  B ELLSOUTH W I R E L E S S  4 3 8  AC C E S S L I N E  TECHNOL 6 9 3  LAFOURC H E  

2 6 5  MC I COMMUN I CAT I ON S  4 4 2  AT&T 7 0 0  AI RTOUCH COMM 

2 6 9  AMERITECH MOB I L E  4 4 3  AT&T 7 2 0  SW BELL MOB I L E  

2 7 2  APC 4 4 4  ONCOR 7 2 1  SW BELL MOB I L E  

2 7 3  BATON ROUGE M S A  4 4 5  AT&T 7 2 3  RAD I OFONE INC 

2 7 4  AME R I CAN PAG ING 

2 7 5  PAGE MART 

4 4 6  AT&T 

4 4 7  AT&T 

7 2 4  P I TTENCR I E F F  

7 2 5  P I TTENCR I E F F  

7 2 6  OMN I PO INT 

8 7 0  MAR I T I M E  TEL LTD 

8 7 1  ALBERTA GOV TEL 

8 7 3  MAN ITOBA TEL SYS 

874 BELL QUEBEC 

877 S PR INT LDD 

878 BRITISH COLUMB IA TEL 

8 8 0  ADVANT I S  

8 8 1  ADVANT I S  

8 8 2  CENTRAL T E L  O F  VA 2 7 6  LDDS METROM E D I A  4 4 8  AT&T 

2 7 7  ARCH COMM GROUP I NC 4 4 9  AT&T 7 2 8  COMSAT MOB I L E  8 8 3  TELECOM U S A  

2 7 9  ARC H C O MM  GROUP I N C  4 5 4  W I R E L E S S  ONE 7 2 9  UN ITED TEL CO O F  PA 8 8 4  UNITED TEL O F  IN 

2 8 0  UNITED TEL C O  M I NN 4 5 6  UNICOM CORP 7 3 2  WI LTEL INC 8 8 5  UN I TED TELCO MO - KS 

2 8 2  U S WEST NEW VECTOR 4 6 3  CROSS TEL CO 7 3 3  RED ROSE SYSTEMS 886 UNITED TELCO OF OH IO 

2 8 3  CEN'IURY TEL CO 4 6 4  EDWARD A SMITH 7 3 4  I S LAND TEL MOB I L I TY 887 TELECOM USA 

2 8 6  CENTRAL TEL CO NV 4 7 6  C I MARRON TEL CO 7 3 5  NEWTEL MOB I L I TY 8 8 9  TELECOM USA 

2 8 7  W I LTEL INC 4 8 0  GTE MOB I L E  COMM 7 3 7  PAGE NET 8 9 2  EVANS TEL CO 

2 8 8  AT&T 4 8 3  GTE TELOPS 7 3 8  PAGE NET 8 9 9  POTTAWATOM I E  TEL CO 

2 8 9  PAC B E L L  MOB I L E  4 8 4  TELECOM USA 7 4 2  B I XB Y  TELE PHONE CO 9 0 7  G C I  CORP 

2 9 1  LAKEDALE TEL C O  4 8 6  GTE MOB I L E  COMM 7 4 6  AMERITECH MOB I L E  937 US INTELCO NIWKS I N C  

2 9 2  BRAZORIA TEL C O  4 8 7  U S  INTELCO N'IWKS I N C  7 4 9  DURANGO CELLULAR 9 4 5  WILTEL INC 

2 9 4  CABLE & WIRELESS COM 4 8 8  AT&T 7 5 2  PO I NT COMMUNICATIONS 9 4 6  CENTRAL TEL CO OF NC 

2 9 9  NYNEX MOB I L E  4 9 9  CAL ONE C ELLULAR 7 5 3  COMCAST CELL COMM 9 4 7  QUESTAR COMM 

3 0 0  DELTA COMMUN ICATIONS 5 0 3  AWESOME PAG ING INC 7 5 4  METRO CALL 

7 5 5  U S C E L LULAR 

9 5 7  RES ERVE TEL CO 

9 6 6  W I R E L E S S  ONE 3 0 2  MORR I S  COMM 

3 0 3  BELL MOB I L ITY 

3 0 4  C H E STER TEL CO 

3 0 6  SASKTEL MOB I L I TY 

3 0 9  C H E STER TEL CO 

5 1 0  ONE COMM 

5 2 2  STAND I S H  TEL CO 7 5 7  S P R I NGWICH C E L L  LTD 9 6 8  CENTURY TEL CO 

5 2 6  PORA LAMERO COMM 7 5 8  AMSAT 9 7 3  USA MOB I L E  

5 2 8  LUFKIN T E L  E X C  I N C  7 6 0  AMSAT 9 8 7  AGT MOB I L I TY 

5 2 9  U S CELLULAR 7 6 2  R E S E RVE COMPUTER 9 8 8  WEST TENNE S S E E  TEL 

3 2 0  UNITED TEL C O  OF MO 5 3 5  HORRY TEL COOP INC 7 6 3  SO NEW ENGLAND TEL 

3 2 1  M I CROCELL 1 2 1 

3 2 3  SCHNE I D E R  COMM 

3 2 8  B C  TEL MOB I L ITY 

3 3 2  FRE EMAN ENG AS SOC 

5 4 3  PAGE MART 7 6 4  PREFERRED NE'IWORKS 

5 4 6  TELECOMM PREMIUM SVC 7 6 7  ED TEL MOB I L I TY 

5 5 6  W I L K E S  T & E 7 6 9  OH I O  STATE CELLULAR 

5 6 7  PEOPLES TELCO INC 

3 3 4  CANADIAN VALLEY TEL 5 8 1  I D B  MOB I L E  COMM 

3 4 0  UNITED TELCO O F  O H I O  5 8 7  HUTC H INSON TEL CO 

7 7 0  V I RG I N  IS TELE COM 

7 7 1  E T COMMUN I CATIONS 

7 7 2  M E S SAGE CENTER USA 

3 4 2  PAC BELL MOB I L E  5 8 8  LINCOLN T E L  & T E L  CO 7 7 4  S N E T  PAGING INC 
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tions remain: who will 
win the battle for 224 
and who the hell  is  
Edward A.  Smith (464 )? 
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by Danny Burstein They are also used, on occasion, by groups such as 

This article has been put together to answer volunteer fire departments. 

some of the more common questions about pager 

systems. It is  primarily focused on the U. S .  and How are Messages Sent to the Pager? 

Canadian arrangements, but other countries are not 

forgotten. Messages are sent by radio. Actually, it's a bit 

What is a Pager Anyway? 

As usually described, a pager is a portable unit, 

generally about half the size of an audio cassette 

box, which can be signalled to send a one way mes

sage to the pager owner. (There are lots of versions 

available. For example, Motorola offers up the 

Sensar which is shaped like a flattened out pencil .  

There are also extra thin credit card units, pcmcia 

cards that fit into computers, etc.) 

What Types of Messages? 

The earliest units, usually called beepers, simply 

gave a tone alert. This was a signal to the wearer to, 

for example, call the answering service. 

The next step was units which could display 

numbers. While the most common use is  to send it 

the phone number you want the person to call ,  you 

can, of course, add code numbers to mean anything 

else you 'd want. 

For example, the number xxx-yyyy- I might 

mean to call the xxx-yyyy number at your leisure. 

Xxx-yyy-9 might mean call ASAP. 

The most recent units, called alpha-numerics, 

display complete written messages. So, for example, 

the pager could show the message: "Please call 

home, you have a letter from the IRS." 

There are also voice pagers which will let you 

actually speak into the phone and have it come out 

the person's pager. These are pretty rare. Typically 

these are used within local areas, i .e . ,  in a factory. 

more complicated than that. Let's take a look at how 

a pager actually works: The pager is a small sized 

radio receiver which constantly monitors a specific 

radio frequency dedicated to pager use. It remains 

silent until it  "hears" a specific ID string which tells  

it to,  in effect, tum on,  and then listen up for, and 

display, the forthcoming message. (Again that could 

be a numeric or other string.) This ID is called (in 

the US) a CAPCOOE. It has nothing to do with the 

phone number you call or the IO you give to the 

page operator (see below). (The ID number you 

associate with the pager is actually merely "column 

a" of a lookup table. The pager radio service uses it 

to get the capcode, which is in "table b", and sends 

the capcode over the air. These tables can and are 

modified each time a new pager is added to the data

base.) 

So the key point is that the pager company radio 

transmitter is constantly sending out pages, and your 

specific unit will only activate when it hears its 

ID/CAPCOOE over the air. 

How Do I Send Out the Message? 

This depends on your pager vendor. Let's take 

the most common examples: 

Alert tone only (the old style): You call up a 

phone number assigned to the pager. You'll  hear 

some ringing, then a signal tone. At that point you 

hang up. Shortly afterwards the pager transmitter 

will send out the individual unit's capcode and it will 

go off. (Note that earlier model s, some of which are 

sti ll in practice with the voice pagers, don't use a 
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capcode but instead use a simple tone sequence. 

Since these give a very limited number of choices, 

they are pretty much phased out except, again, for 

things like volunteer fire departments.) 

Touch tone entry: You will  call  a unique phone 

number dedicated to the specific pager. It will ring, 

then you'll hear a signal tone. At that point you 

punch in, using touch tone, the number you want 

displayed on the pager. A few seconds later the 

transmitter will kick out the pager's capcode, fol� 

lowed by the numbers you punched in. Then the 

pager will give its annoying alert tone, the person 

will read it, and call you back . (Note that there is a 

variation on this in which the company uses a single 

dial�up phone number. You call it up, then punch in 

the pager's ID number, and continue as above. This 

is often used by nationwide services with an 800 
number.) 

Alpha�numeric: With this one there are various 

ways of getting the message to the system. Via an 

operator: The pager company will have you dial up 

their operator. When they answer, you give them the 

pager ID number and the message. They'll type it 

into the computer and shortly afterwards the trans� 

mitter will send out the capcode and the message. 

Using your computer: Most pager companies with 

alphanumeric have a dial-up number you can call 

yourself. Some of these will work with regular 

comm programs, while others require proprietary 

software. If you call the tech department chances are 

they will give it to you. (They'd rather have your 

computer call their computer than have you call a 

person.) The most common method is to have your 

computer dial up the number, then you type in the 

pager ro, followed by the message. Again, a 

moment later, the system will transmit it over the air, 

etc. (There are also various software packages that 

automate some of this.) Special terminals: Because 

of the popularity of this type of system, there are 

various stand-alone terminals speci fically designed 

for this purpose. The most cornmon one is the 

Alphamate (tm Motorola) and it's pre-programmed 

with many of the functions. It's basically a half� 

decent keyboard with a two line display, and is set 

up with the phone number of the company, etc. 

How LargeILong a Message Can I Send? 

This depends on a few key items. This is of most 

concern with an alpha-numeric, although it has 

some relevance with numeric ones (i .e. ,  if you're 

giving a long distance number, extension, and 

code . . . .  ) .  In no particular order these are: 

The design of your sending computer or pre� 

programmed terminal. For example, if you get an 

Alphamate, chances are it will be pre�set to 80 char

acters. (You can reset it, provided the next two items 

work out) 

The design of the pager transmitter system. It 

will place a limit on the maximum length message it 

will send over the air. This can vary dramatically. 

Generally (with a BIG YMMV) you'll get at least 1 5  
numbers with a numeric, and at least 8 0  characters 

on an alphanumeric .  Some systems will allow up to 

225 or so alpha characters. 

The design of the pager. Especially a problem 

with alphanumerics. Many of the ones on the market 

will only hold 80 characters so anything above that 

will be lost. 

My company has given us pagers, and I notice that 

I have both an individual ID and a "group " num

ber. When we page out to the group, everyone 's unit 

goes off. How does this work? 

Remember that a pager is basically a radio 

receiver that is constantly monitoring for its capcode. 

You can get pagers which listen for more than one. In 

this case (which is quite cornman) your personal cap

code might be yyyy, while your boss's might be yyzz. 

In addition, both pagers will be listening for the cap

code =. When zzzz is detected, all the pagers with 
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that capcode will go off. (Alternatively the pager 
company's computer may be smart enough to take a 
group id and translate it into capcodes xxyy, xxya, 
XXZZ, etc. ,  and send out fifty sequential messages. 
There are some software tricks that reduce overhead 
here so it doesn't actually send the same message 50 
times.) 

I keep hearing about sports or news services avail

able by pager. How do they work? 

Keep in mind that pagers work by constantly 
monitoring the radio channel for their capcode. So 
if  you have ten pagers, or a hundred, or a thousand, 

Not much. Keep in mind that you need an 
account with the paging company for them to send 
out the radio signal . So unless you keep paying 
them, the pager wil l  soon be a paperweight. You 
might as well tum it in for the reward . . . .  (On the 
other hand, if you already have a pager, you may be 
able to get this new one cloned to your first one, 
which will al low you to have a duplicate unit. See 
below.) 

Speaking of that pager on the street, it 's got all 

sort of numbers on it. What do they mean ? 

all with the same capcode, they will 4tiiMiiilM .· ·ThW?WHt9� !',J9.t of items printed, some by the 
the same time . } ' "  manufac�;�;:· ·mffi�: :�jMl.� 4�aler. In no particular 

The servi�e comwUiY'}�;;;
" '

have someone (or order these will includ�" '(�ml in very small print) 
perhaps, a smart corri�tter) monitor the !J!;W!; b�� ::: jj:}tP" pager frequency; 
castslradio channels  for somethi\1J �;WW;�ti;�> th� �lks serial nupb#; 
that point they'l l  sen� :Q�t thi R!����g to thi iioup" " the c��dJ W&wdfu1'!!�� into i t. 
ID/capcode subscribmil M $� i�formati�k T�i� frequ�J�M MpAA!�!Y with numeric units, 
way the news company se�· ·;;ut one me��iie anitf , th¢!iM,?-,ilI also be �ii>;;;;�� number assigned to it. 
it gets displayed by all suW.�ribers. (Again, they ca� ' "  

A�� ' 
of course, thJJ:.will be the dealer's name, the 

also send out the capcoC!��::for the 500 subscribers. 
It gets into a security/c.#.��*dio time equation as to 

local supplier, :$ "i(.tQund here's the reward num
ber", and q\hJ :�9.ul.�eping. Note that often the 

which method they 'll y@�.::: •••••• : . ................ . . . . . ..... . . . ' • • • • • • •• • • • • •••• • • 5�J.'lfB�!iWMi:�mi;i*.Ptilp on the unit, but will only 

So if I find one of these sports-news pagers on the 

sidewalk I can use it for free? 

Umm, kind of. As long as the company provid
ing the service keeps using the same group code, 
your pager will continue to receive the messages. 
But the individual pager ID wil l  probably be 
changed immediately so you won't be able to use it 
for your personal messages. Note also that some 
pagers do have the ability to be turned into a lump 
of clay over the air. Very few systems have actually 
implemented this security feature (which is called 
"over the air" shutoff), but it is  there. 
I've found a pager on the sidewalk and would like 

to use it. What can I do? 

be readable via the programmer. 

Can I listen in/monitor pager channels? 

Kind of. The frequencies are readi ly known and 
the data is a digital stream going over the air. There 
are various vendors of equipment to decode the 
material and display it or feed it  into your comput
er. Some of these folks advertise in communica
tions magazines such as Popular Communications. 

However: 
The federales and the pager companies don't 

like you doing this (see the ECPA). 
The volume of traffic is quite high. If you figure 

a 1 200 baud channel in use 75 percent of the time, 
well ,  you can work out the math. 
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By the way, the numeric units do not use touch 
tone over the air. Some did way back when, but I 
doubt any do these days. 

I have a pager for which I'm paying big bucks 

every month. I miss a lot of pages since I'm in the 

subway a lot. What can I do about this? 

sages on request. DaLSll:al.'Y:JWU 

These vary dramatically by area and 

wide paging? 

Wel l ,  it 's not quite what they're tel ling you. It's 
not a single satellite covering the nation. Rather, 
what's done is :  You call up the paging company. It 

Unfortunately there is no central database keLeping" : :r?f'�el;t ![1\1fcahy 

counted in determining what you 'II be paying: 
How sleazy the company is. 

Which type o/pager and service you get. Again, 
the most common are numeric (cheaper) and alpha
numeric (more expensive). 

Level oj usage. You may get, say, 25 tree mes
sages a month and then pay $0.25 for each addition
al . 

Whether you own the pager or lease it. 

Insurance, etc. 

Area oj coverage. Smaller area means less 
expensive. 
Speaking of coverage, what's this satellite nation-
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MITNICK (COlll l l l l led llOlIl /hl!;£, 4 )  
When Shim omura concluded that the intruder 

was "probably Mr. Mitnick", the hunt was on. 

Shimomura had all the help he needed - he 

programmed for the NSA and the FBI was 

almost as interested as Markoff. Using cellu

lar tracking, it wasn't too difficult to track 

down Mitnick. Less than a week later, 

Markoff and Shimomura signed a $750,000 
book deal, no doubt to be called something 

like Cybersleuth, pitting good hacker against 

evil hacker. 

But how much do we actually know? 

Obviously, enough for a classic cat and mouse 

bestseller. But what will happen to those facts 

that don 't fit in quite so neatly? Will the awk

ward questions ever be answered? 

What was Mitnick wanted for in the first 

place, besides the nebulous "probation viola

tion"? Markoff reported that Mitnick was sus

pccted of wiretapping the FBI while a fugi

tivc . But we never hear how such a conclusion 

is reached beyond pure speculation. The 

recent charges appear to be nothing more than 

a smokescreen, designed to demonize 

Mitnick and make him appear to be a threat to 

everyone's privacy. Little mention is made of 

the fact that not one of the 20,000 credit card 

numbers lying around on Netcom was ever 

used by Mitnick, nor was he ever suspected of 

benefitting financially or causing any dam

age. Mitnick was also accused of leaving 

taunting messages on Shimomura's voice 

mail . Upon closer examination, it's fairly 

obvious that Mitnick was not at all involved in 

this - for one thing a new message appeared 

after he was apprehended! As for the "sensi

tive" files, Mitnick was certainly not the only 

one who had access to them. In fact, serious 

doubt can be cast as to whether he was the one 

who figured it out in the first place. The fact 

that we were able to track down a copy of the 

directory he was supposedly using tells us 

that many people already had access. Does 

this suggest a closely knit conspiracy? Hardly. 

In classic hacker fashion, word of one per

son's discovery got out and spread throughout 

the net. After all, who could keep quiet about 

a password sniffer designed for the NSA that 

could run on virtually any machine? So far, 

the press has. 

A 23 count indictment handed down on 

March 9 charges Mitnick with possessing 

device-making equipment, possessing unau

thorized access devices, and 2 1  counts of 

using a counterfeited access device . We 

assume this to mean reprogramming a cellu

lar phone in order to remain hidden. The gov

ernment says that this indictment only covers 

a period of several days before Mitnick's 

arrest, the implication being that there will be 

many, many more charges added to cover the 

years that he was on the run. This is a spiteful 

and vindictive approach - these "crimes" 

came about because of Mitnick's fugitive sta

tus ;  it's simply not possible to be a fugitive 

and l ive one's entire life on the books. Any 

damage or outright theft should naturally be 

followed up on but in this case such actions 

seem practically nonexistent . It 's becoming 

clear that the government intends to punish 

Mitnick over and over again for getting away. 

And we may never find out why he was run

ning in the first place. 

How long Mitnick will be imprisoned for 

is really anybody's guess .  Judging from the 

way some influential people are talking, it 

could be a very long time. We have to get the 

facts so that we can judge for ourselves what 

"real world" crimes we're talking about. The 

potential to learn from this still exists but the 

desire to punish and make an example threat

ens to thwart that. 
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RED BOX FRAUD! 
EFFECTIVE DATE - 1 /6 /9 5  

REMOVAL DATE - 1 / 16 /9 5  

OSH 9 5 : 

Page 2 

STATUS REPORT ON " RED BOX " FRAUD 

Operators on the B loom ington and P ittsburgh Mega Systems 

had reported an increase in "Red Box " fraud, (a lso former ly 

known as B l ack Box fraud ) . Red Box fraud occurs when customers 

use devices to m isrepresent co in tones . 

Previously, you were informed tha t  an inves t igat ion was underway 

to determ ine the appropr iate act ion to be taken regarding " Red Box" 

fraud . We are provi ding you w ith an update at this t ime . 

The issues that had to be addressed regarding this type of fraud were : 

1 .  Is the fraud occurring pr ima r i ly on Domestic or 

Internat iona l ca l ls ?  

2 .  What i s  the expense to the corporat ion to apprehend those 

who are committing this type of fraud? For example, does 

the expense of stopping or s l ow ing this type of fraud 

exceed the loss of revenue from the fraud itse lf ? 

3 .  What actions, if any, does Product Management want our 

Operators to take ? 

I SSUE # 1  - The Peabody CSC w i l l  part icipate i n  a study to determ ine 

if the suspected "Red Box" fraud is occurr ing primar i ly 

on Domest ic or Internat iona l ca l ls .  The study w i l l  take 

p l ace from 1 /2 3 / 9 5  through 2 /20 / 9 5 . 

The resu lts w i l l  be provided to the appropr iate Product 

Manager for review . 

I S SUE S  #2 - Once the resu lts from the study are ava i lable, issues 

and # 3  # 2  and # 3  can be reviewed and a course o f  act ion 

determ ined as to how to proceed . 

We know this issue is important to you and that you are anxious 

to know if anything can be done to prevent this type of fraud . 

P l ease be advised that we are working as qu ick l y  as poss ible to br ing 

this problem to resolut ion . 

This memo comes from AT &T Megasystems in Kansas City and is addressed to all 

of the other Megasystems out there: Pittsburgh, Bloomington (Indiana), Dallas, 

Seattle, San Diego, New York City, and Denver. Our source tells us the code for 

coin fraud is '06 ' .  
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� � � Conferen ces � � � 

DEF CON III  COMPUTER "UNDERGROUND" 

CONVENTION. What 's this? This is  an initial 
announcement and invitation to DEF CON III,  a con

vention for the "underground" elements of the comput
er culture. We try to target the (fi l l  in  your favorite word 

here ) :  Hackers, Phreaks, Hammies, Virii Coders, 

Programmers. Crackers, Cyberpunk Wannabees, Civil 
Liberties Groups, CypherPunks, Futurists, Artists, 

Criminally Insane, Hearing Impaired. WHO: You know 

who you are, you shady characters. WHAT: A conven

tion for you to meet, party, and listen to some speeches 
that you would normally never get to hear from some k
rad people. WHEN: August 4, 5, 6 - 1 995 (Speaking on 
the 5th and 6th) .  WHERE: Las Vegas, Nevada at the 
Tropicana Hotel.  SPECIAL EVENTS : Hacker 

Jeopardy, Spot the Fed Contest, Voice bridge, 
Giveaways, Red Box Creation Contest, Video Room, 
Cool Video Shit, Scavenger Contest, Who knows? For 
more information and complete convention details con
tact the following: World Wide Web :  http://under
ground.org/defcon; FTP Site: ftp. fc .net /pub/defcon; 
mailing lists: mail majordomo@fc.net with the fol low
ing statement in the body of your message: subscribe 
dc-announce; voice or voice mail :  0-700-826-43 68 from 
a phone with AT&T LD, or 1 02 8 8  it; e-mai l :  dtan
gent@defcon.org (The Dark Tangent);  snail mail :  2709 
E. Madison # 1 02,  Seattle, WA, 9 8 1 1 2 ;  RBS system to 

call for info if you don't have net access:  6 1 2-25 1 -2 5 1 1 ;  
new DEF CON Voice Bridge : 8 0 1 -855-3326.  
ACCESS ALL AREAS. Hacking Conference, 1 st - 2nd 
July, 1 995 (Saturday & Sunday), King's College, London, 
UK. The first UK hacking conference is aimed at hack
ers, phone phreaks, computer ,ecurity professionals, 

cyberpunks, law enforcement officials, net surfers, pro
grammers, and the computer underground. It will be a 
chance for all sides of the computer world to get togeth
er, discuss major issues, learn new tricks, educate others, 
and meet "The Enemy". King's College is located in cen

tral London on The Strand and is one of the premier uni
versities in England. There will be a large lecture theatre 

that will  be used for talks by computer security profes
sionals, legal expetts, and hackers alike. The topics under 
discussion will include hacking, phreaking, Big Brother 

and the secret services, biometrics, cellular telephones, 
pagers, magstrips, smart card techoology, social engi

neering, Unix security risks, viruses, legal aspects and 
much, much more. Techoical workshops will be running 

throughout the conference on several topics listed above. 
A video room, equipped with multiple large screen tele

visions, will be showing various films, documentaries, 
and other hacker related footage. The conference facili

ties will also include a 1 0Mbps Internet link connected to 
a local area network with various computers hanging off 
of it and with extra potts to connect your laptop to. 

Registration will take place on the morning of Saturday 
1 st July from 9:00 am until 1 2 : 00 noon, when the confer

ence will commence. Lectures and workshops will run 

until late Saturday night and will  continue on Sunday 2nd 
July from 9:00am until 6 : 00pm. The price of admission 

will be 25 pounds (approximately US $40.00) at the door 
and will include a door pass and conference programme. 

Accommodation in university halls of residence is being 
offered for the duration of the conference. Special prices 
for British and Overseas university students, holding cur
rent student identification, are also available. To make a 

booking, call the following numbers: +44 (0) 1 7 1  3 5 1  
60 1 1  (voice), +44 (0) 1 7 1  3 5 2  7376 (fax). If you would 

like more information about Access All Areas, including 
pre-registration details then please contact one of the fol
lowing: Telephone: +44 (0)973 5 00202, Fax: +44 (0) 1 8 1  

224 0547, e-mail :  info@phate.demon.co.uk. 

PHRACK MAGAZINE and Computer Security 
1echoologies present The Summer Security Conference 
"Summereon" June 2,3,4 at the Clarion Hotel, Atlanta, 
Georgia. 404-659-2660. Admission: 1 0  dollars. The 
Clarion Hotel is a block from the Peachtree MARTA sta
tion, and is also on the airport-downtown shuttle route. 

Room rates for conference attendees are 65 dollars a night 
for single or double occupancy. Parking is also compli
mentary for conference attendees. For more information: 

Email: scon@fc.net. WWW: http://www.fc.net/scon.html. 
Mail: 603 W 1 3th # I A-278 Austin, TX 7870 1 .  

INFORMATION I S  POWER! Arm yourself for the 
Information Age. Get information on hacking, phreak
ing, cracking, electronics, viruses, anarchy techniques, 
and the internet here. We can supplement you with files, 

programs, manuals, and membership from our elite 
organization. Legit and recognized world-wide, our 

information resources will elevate you to a higher plane 
of consciousness. Send $ 1  for a catalog to: SotMESC, 
Box 573, Long Beach, M S  39560.  
TAP BACK ISSUES, complete set Vol .  1 - 9 1  of QUAL

ITY copies from originals .  Includes schematics and 
indexes. $ 100 postpaid. Via UPS or First Class Mai l .  
Copy of 1 9 7 1  Esquire article "The Secrets of the Little 
Blue Box" $5 & large SASE w/52 cents of stamps. Pete 

G . ,  PO Box 463 , Mt. Laurel, NJ 08054. We are the 
Original ! Also, ELECTRONIC S U RVEI LLANCE 

DETECTION EQUIPMENT, for RF and telco 
devices from retiring TSCM specialist .  Complete set, 

$4500. Send SASE or fax # for complete details. 

LOOKING FOR THAT 6.5000 MHZ CRYSTAL? We 

have them for $4 (US), cash or money order only. Send 
your order to Durham Technical Products, P.O. Box 237,  

Arlington, TX 76004 USA. ( I nternet address: 
bkd@sdf.saomai.org) Three or more crystals only $3 
each. Also available: rotary lineman's test sets (orange, 
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blue, and black) for $65 .00 (Touchtone test sets available 
soon); 8870 or SSI-202 DTMF decoders or M957 
receiver $4; 5 5 6  timers for $ 1 .50; 555  timers for $ 1 .00. 
Same day service on most orders. A current listing ofthe 
products we carry is available by snail mail or e-mail .  
FUTURECRIME. Get Steve Aylett's "The Crime 
Studio" from Inland Distribution, PO Box 1 2026 1 ,  East 

Haven, CT 065 1 2 .  Orders 800-253-3605. $ 1 1 .9 5 .  The 

law is where reality goes to die. 
UNAUTHORIZED ACCESS. The hacker documen
tary by Annaliza Savage, as reviewed in 2600 Winter 
93-94 issue now available from Savage Productions, 

Suite One, 2 8 1  City Road, London EC I V  I LA, U K. 

with a cheque or money order for $25.00 or 1 5  UK 
Pounds. NTSC VHS unless otherwise requested. 
GRAY AREAS #7 has Internet Liberation Front inter
view, HOPE and DEF CON reviews. #6 has computer 
viruses, Erik B loodaxe interview, and CFP. #5 has a 

phone p hreak, WELL break-in, PumpCon and 

HoHoCon. $ 8  each ($ 1 0  foreign) to : Gray Areas Inc. ,  
PO Box 808,  Broomal l ,  PA 1 9008. 
VIDEO: "HOW TO BUILD A RED BOX". VHS 72 
min. Complete step by step instruction on how to convert 
a Radio Shack tone dialer into a red box. This video makes 

it easy. Magnification of circuit board gives a great 
detailed view of process. Other red boxing devices dis
cussed as wel l :  Hallmark cards, digital recording watch 
and more! Best investtnent you'll ever make! Only $29 
US. $5 for shipping and handling. DIGITAL RECORD
ING KEYCHAIN. Records ANY tone you generate onto 
chip. Very small. Fits in pocket for easy access. 16 second 
capacity. Includes 3 watch batteries. No assembly neces
sary. $28 US and $5 shipping & handling. Send check or 
money order to: East America Company, Suite 3 00, 1 56 
Sherwood Place, Englewood, NJ 0763 1 .  
GET YOUR COPY o f  the newest and best ANSI 
bomb/bad batch file detector: ANSICHK9.ZIP. Send $3 

to cover shipping and handling to Patrick Harvey, 7 1 0  
Peachtree S t  N E  #430, Atlanta, G A  30308.  
CARD READERlWRITERIPROGRAMMERS for 
sale/trade. Plus automated Tempest module (ATM, ala T-
2 movie), Williams' Van Eck System (WVES), KX 
Radar Emitter (KXRE) - much more. Plus books, manu

als, software, services relating to computer, phone, ATM 

and energy hacking and phreaking, security and surveil
lance, weaponry and rocketry, financial and medical .  
N e w  catalog $5 (no free catalog): Consumertronics, P.O. 

Drawer 537, Alamogordo, N M  883 1 0 .  
" T H E  MAGICAL TONE BOX" Fully assembled ver

sion of this device similar to the one published in Winter 
1 993-94 issue of2600. Credit card size & only 1 /4 inch 

thin ' Records ANY tone you generate onto chip. 20 sec
ond capacity. Includes 4 watch batteries. $39 each, 2 for 

$75,  4 for $ 1 40 .  Send money order for 2nd day ship

ping; checks need 1 8  days to clear. Add $4 total for any 
number of devices for shipping & insurance. "THE 

QUARTER" DEVICE - complete KIT of all  parts, 

including 2x3x l case, as printed in Summer 1 993 issue 

of 2600. All you supply is 9 volt battery & wire. Only 
$29, 2 kits for $55 ,  4 for $ 1 02 .  Add $4 total for any 
number of kits for shipping & insurance. 6 .5536 MHZ 

CRYSTALS available in these quantities ONLY: 5 for 
$20, \ 0  for only $35 POSTPAID, each additional crys

tal only $3 POSTPAID. All orders from outside U S . ,  
add $ 1 2  p e r  order, U S .  funds. For quantity discounts on 
any item, include phone number & needs. E.  Newman, 
6040 Blvd. East - Suite 1 9N, West New York, NJ 07093 . 

� � � Info Exchange � � � 

DATA INTELLIGENCE CORE (503) 697-7694. An 
information exchange for intelligence matters. Handles 
HIP/A subjects as well as espionage. Need information on 

Russian Intelligence. Send e-mail to idres6e7@pcc.edu. 

INFO EXCHANGE. Please send any hacklphreak! 
scarnlcontroversial info. Especially looking for info that is 
relevant to the United Kingdom. Need info to start UK hack 
mag. Send info and return address (not compulsory) to: 

London Underground clo Terry Boone, 1 20 Chesterlield 
Rd., Ashford, Middlesex, TWI 5 2ND, England. 

WANTED: Any information on cable hacking or ANSI 
bombs. I need to know what exactly an ANSI bomb 
does, where I can get one, and how it works. Also need 
any other BBS or cable hacking info. Will exchange 
knowledge with anyone. Send info to The Dominus, 
4302 West Azeele St. , Tampa, FL 3 3 609-3 824. Will  

exchange knowledge ! 
NEW ENGLISH HACKER requires contacts in order 
to learn and explore the arts of hacking and phreaking, 

will provide a 1 00% reply to any other hackers who will  
take the time to reply and supply information. Send all 
correspondences to: The NeeJester, 16 Frida Cres, 
Castle, Northwich, Cheshire, CW8 I OJ, England. 

� � �  Help Wanted � � �  

NEED HELP TO CLEAR MY CREDIT REPORTS. 

Please respond to PO Box 6308, Chicago, I L  60680. 

� � � Hacker Boards � � � 

TIN SHACK BBS. True hackers and hacker files only' 
Around for over 6 years' Free IMMEDIATE access on 
first cal l '  Special deal for 2600 readers, el ite access for 

half the regular rate! Just mention 2600 Magazine' 300 
to 1 4.4 !  3+ gigs of fi les' (8 1 8 ) 992-3 3 2 1 .  
ANARCHY ONLINE. A computer bulletin board 
resource for anarchists, survivalists, adventurers, inves

tigators, researchers, computer hackers, and phone 
phreaks. Scheduled hacker chat meetings. Encrypted e

mail/file exchange. Call (2 1 4) 289-8328 by modem. 

� � � � � � � � � �  

Marketplace ads are free to subscribers ! 
Send your ad to: 2600 Marketplace, PO 

Box 99, Middle Island, NY 1 1 95 3 .  Include 
your address label or photocopy. Ads may 
be edited or not printed at our discretion. 

Deadline for Summer issue: 5/1 5/95 .  

� � � � � � � � � �  
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W e l l S i d e H a c k e r  

by Michelle Slat alia and Joshua Quittner 
$23.00, HarperCollins, 225 pages 
Review by Scott Skinner 

One of the first things that comes to mind 
after completing Slatalla and Quittner's Masters 
of Deception is Sergio Leone's classic western: 
The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly. Not that the 
two have much in common, mind you. They 
don 't. Only I couldn 't help but recall that the 
three character's from Leone's film - far from fol
lowing their titled namesakes - are all downright 
bad. They all rob, steal, and kill with alarming 
simplicity and regularity. They all commit 
crimes. Yet there are, nonetheless, subtle distinc
tions of badness which allow the audience to 
draw markedly different conclusions concerning 
the morality of each of the characters. So it is that 
in Masters we meet some teenagers, all of whom 
commit crimes (at least, in the legal sense), all of 
whom belong to an exclusive hacking group, yet 
each retaining an individual moral sense in both 
spirit and action of what the hacker ethic entails .  
It is in terms of these two realms - that ofthe indi
vidual and that of the group - that Masters 

attempts to deconstruct the story of MOD, some
times stressing one over the other, sometimes 
integrating the two, but always implying that both 
are integral to understanding what has become 
the most notorious network saga since that of 
Robert Morris and the Internet worm. 

In the same vein as The Cuckoo s Egg 
( 1 990), Cyberpunk ( 1 99 I )  , and The Hacker 
Crackdown ( 1 992), Masters of Deception is yet 
another story about yet another group of hack
ers and the officials who eventually catch up to 
them. But whereas the subj ects of these earlier 
works seemed content to use phone networks to 
hack computers on the Internet, the teenagers 
who comprise MOD go one step further and 
hack the telephone switches themselves . The 
implications of this are alluded to from the 
opening scene, that of the AT&T crash of 1 990, 
which crippled long distance telephone service 
to millions of customers nationwide. The crash, 
which is  a textbook case of AT&T's technical 
incompetence, is rather tactlessly used as an 
example of what MOD could accomplish, inad
vertently or otherwise, at the height of their own 
technical prowess. Masters is  also a unique 
work in its class for its portrayal of hackers not 
merely as individuals but as members of orga
nized gangs with conspiratory goals and agen
das. This is perhaps the most challenging aspect 
of Masters, as any depiction of a group will nat
urally detract from the individuality of its 
respective members. Far from achieving any 
dialectical synthesis, however, Masters accom
plishes its portrayal mainly by ignoring the 
obvious conflicts inherent in such a task. For 
example, Masters is  replete with sentences such 
as, "A group mind had already taken over. 
Something bigger than all of them had been 
born", notions that certainly suggest a sacrifice 
of individual ethics toward that of the group. 
But how, then, are we to interpret this "group 
mind" when Masters tells us that, "Mark i s  
Mark . . .Whatever Eli o r  other MOD members 
did . . .  they did on their own, without Mark's help 
or commiseration or even knowledge", and "If 
Eli called it ' The Mission,' Mark thought of it  as 
'The Project. ' And Paul? H e  j ust wanted to 
know more"? Just as real  people have an amaz
ing capacity to hold mutually exclusive beliefs, 
Masters, it seems, has an equally impressive 
capacity to narrate and compartmentalize its 
own contradictory themes. 
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Masters is undoubtedly a good read. 
Ironically, however, it is  precisely the ease with 
which one can surf through its pages which 
accounts for why so many of its finer points are 
lost. For example, MOD, we learn, is a gang. The 
authors like that term. Gang. Quittner even uses 
it in his articles on the same subject. After all, 
these hackers are all from the inner city, the 
spawning ground of gangs. Gangland, as it were. 
It is unfortunate that Slatalla and Quittner have 
latched onto this word, given the negative conno
tations that are now associated with it, and even 
more unfortunate that many readers will see the 
word and miss the meaning. What sort of gangs 
are we talking about here? Masters tells us, 
"Gang members on the electronic frontier don 't 
live in the same states, wouldn't recognize each 
other if they were standing shoulder to shoulder 
on the same bus". Gee, that doesn't sound like 
any gang I know of. Sounds more like some 
national club. Perhaps that is why Masters 
describes Eli 's room as " . . .  the closest thing to a 
clubhouse that they'd ever have" OK. So MOD is 
both a gang (albeit a strange one) and a club. 
Anything elsery The point is that the authors are 
using the term gang in an extremely broad sense, 
a fact that is likely to escape the attention of their 
readers as they riffle through this text. At one 
point, Masters even describes the LOD gang as 
being 'Just like any schoolyard pack of boys". 
Interestingly, Masters implies that MOD was 
somehow more ganglike than LOD despite the 
fact that MOD had neither the rules nor the par
liamentarism of their Texas-based counterparts. 
In any case, I know of no better way to arouse 
confusion than to use relatively distinct terms as 
if they were synonyms. One thing I was hoping to 
find and never did was the rather innocuous term 
"friendship." The core of MOD was first and 
foremost a friendship (and, incidentally, where I 
come from, when you put friends together in one 
room, you get a group of friends, not a gang). 

While Masters is indeed a fine book, it is  by 
no means a great book, if only because it does 
what so many other hacker books have done 
before: attempt to explain hackers to an audience 
which has barely become comfortable with the 
idea of computers, let alone computer wizards. 
But this is  1 995,  and hackers have been around 
in their present incarnation for some 1 5  years 
now. Yet at times, Masters appears to have been 
written in an historical void. Missing are the 
countless points in history that would provide 
some context as to what the characters are doing. 
Missing are the references to the fact that - by 
the time MOD came into existence - a hacker 

culture had already existed and flourished 
around the world. To its credit, Masters does tell  
us that "To be a hacker in the late 1 980s was to 
be a kid with a notebook stuffed with passwords 
for Unixes and VAXes, switch dialups, and all 
kinds of university mainframes". And Masters 
does have a token page or two acknowledging 
Robert Morris, Operation Sundevil, the Steve 
Jackson case, and other unquestionably impor
tant events in hacker history. But you will need a 
scanner and some OCR software to find these 
paragraphs because - wouldn't you know it -
Masters does not have an index, or source notes 
for that matter. And it is precisely omissions of 
this nature that make one wonder to what degree 
this book should be taken seriously. Add to this 
the factual errors. While addressing these errors 
are beyond the scope of this review, one thing I 
found absolutely inexcusable was Masters ' use 
of the moronic "house" paradigm to describe 
being locked out of one 's corporate computer. 
Once again, for the record: being locked out of 
one's corporate computer is not l ike being 
locked out of one's own home; if anything, it is 
like being locked out of one's private golf 
course. Even worse, Masters makes this analogy 
even while drawing attention to other ridiculous 
analogies that were presented in the now famous 
Harper's forum on computer hacking. Masters, 
then, has a way to go before greatness. The fact 
is that there are a 10\ of characters in this story -
a whole lot - and they all fit together in a myriad 
of complex ways. If Masters has any weakness, 
it's in trying to simplify a story that could fil l  
volumes t o  something under 2 2 6  pages (to give 
you some perspective, Mark's indictment alone 
could fil l  volumes). While I certainly respect the 
magnitude of Slatalla and Quittner's undertak
ing, I sometimes cringe at the result: a sort of 
fun-to-read children's story for adults. 

I IS 
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The anonymous remailer in Finland used by 
thousands to transmit anonymous messages over 
the Internet apparently isn't so anonymous after 
aIL Finnish police, aided by the good folks at 
Interpol, raided the anon.penet .fi site at the 
behest of the Church of Scientology and suc
cessfully got the real email address of a person 
who had posted sensitive information to the 
alt .religion. scientology newsgroup. According to 
the system administrator, he had the choice of 
giving up one name or the entire system. As far 
as we're concerned, there's not much difference. 
The Internet needs real anonymity to prevent this 
kind of scare tactic. Meanwhile, the Church of 
Scientology continues to pursue a lawsuit against 
Netcom for allowing people to post things that 
the Church finds objectionable. The CoS attempt 
to "shut down" the alt.rel igion .scientology news
group appears to have loudly backfired. In true 
democratic form, more people than ever are shar
ing ideas and information through that forum 
thanks to all the publicity. 

Speaking of scare tactics, Internet users in 
Hong Kong experienced the power of government 
firsthand. Access to the net was all but cut off 
after a series of government raids that, depending 
on who you talked to, were designed to curtail 
unlicensed connectivity or prevent computer 
hackers from operating. Whatever the intent, the 
effect was most chilling as nearly all access 
net was cut off throughout the 

that Big Brother 
"is definitely in central Liverpool and 
in many other British towns and cities. "Local 
governments, civic associations, and l aw 
enforcement agencies are rushing to install elab
orate video security systems, brushing aside any 
concerns about civil liberties in an effort to deter 
crime." The surveillance program cost $600,000 
and is focused upon a busy half mile stretch of 

Church Street. The 20 cameras are perched on 
top of 20-foot poles several hundred yards apart 
and are individually controlled from a darkened 
room a few blocks away. Systems like this one 
are popping up all over the country with only a 
few people wondering what kind of effect this 
could have on such things as public demonstra
tions . In America, however, we can always 
depend on pure stupidity. Five teenagers in 
Florida are standing trial for vandalism and the 
main piece of evidence against them is a video
tape. The difference is that they made it them
selves for their own entertainment. 

A Pennsylvania plumber ordered "ultra call 
forwarding" on the lines of five competitors and 
had their calls routed to himself. Apparently, 
Bell  Atlantic never thought of this scenario.  The 
competitors lost thousands of dollars in business 
and the plumber was charged with various 
crimes, the strangest one being unlawful use of 
a computer. That's right, you can now be charged 
with computer crime without ever actually using 
one yourself' 

NYNEX has done it again - this time they 
sl ipped up when 

',. , .  
Restrict, the 

service that from 
that a 

1 <�tjl·I,�f��;4ffi���j.��,� If,ed a report that a Service 
,
. 

and received $30 from a 
an additional unauthorized 

, 
and wiring during a new line service con-

nect. The allegation stated that the Service 
Technician claimed that this was new Company 
policy and payment should be made to him. A 
relative of the customer called regarding this pol
icy and was advised to contact Security. The 
technician denied receiving any money. The cus
tomer, in a written statement, maintained that the 
technician returned the following day and sug
gested that the $30 be called a 'tip ' .  When the 
customer refused, the technician returned the 
money. The employee could not satisfactorily 
explain why the work was performed but no 
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billing forms were submitted for the work. The 
employee was dismissed." 

"Security received a report from the NYPD 
that the husband of a New York Telephone 
employee was arrested for the armed robbery of 
an armored truck delivering payroll funds to a 
Company location. It was also reported that our 
employee had prior knowledge of the crime. The 
employee made a video-taped interview, with the 
police, admitting that she was aware her husband 
planned to commit the robbery. She also admit
ted to spending a portion of the proceeds from 
the crime. The employee was dismissed." 

Company or his fellow employees. The employ
ee had previously been placed ' at risk' under 
FMP but was able to keep his job. In a subse
quent FMP, he was again identified ' at risk' and 
has been separated from the payroll." 

"Security received a report that four orders 
for new telephone service were processed in a 
ftaudulent manner. The orders were directly 
entered into the Service Order Processing (SOP) 
system, bypassing the " Entry (DOE) 
system�:,�th�e�r�e�b�y���jllljlll,i credit ;; 

"Security received an a��o�n�ymiO�U�Sir�e�p�ort�tlhiatljlli�lill�
'

�liliii��� 
a New York Telephone employee was 

" 

warding customers' lines without , 
During the investigation, 

',' 

employee acting 
, 

terminal 

*ght�:tdP:ti�n·,®�pIWl,e, to accompany him 
t6 iwolrkcm also alleged that the �'�III •• ��:��U;_:�����1�i1!��r! •••• � ••.•• r���:!liW haa {itCi:ess to Company records, and 

her father by performing various 
functions in the ICRI S ( I ntegrated 

''1''VHJyt;t, Customer Record Information System) and SOP 

business 
, the allegation to be 

true. The emp .' made a formal apology, paid 
restitution of $300 and was also suspended for 
three days." 

"The ex-wife of a New York Telephone 
Representative reported that the telephone 
records for her non-published service were being 
compromised. She alleged that her ex-husband 
was obtaining the records from his girlfriend 
who is a TRG Staff Manager. Security investi
gated and found that the TRG manager had 
accessed the records. When interviewed, she 
acknowledged accessing the records and stated it 
was done at the request of the ex-husband. The 
representative claimed that he made the inquiry 
at the request of his ex-wife, which she denied. 
Both employees were dismissed." 

"Security investigated a report from a TRG 
manager that a fellow manager had made threat
ening statements concerning the Company, 
Vietnam veterans, guns, and explosives. The 
threats were made in the presence of other co
workers. The employee admitted to making the 
threats but claimed they were made in jest and he 
would never do anything to cause damage to the 

systems. The employee admitted to bringing his 
daughter to work on one occasion but denied that 
she had performed any work in the data base sys
tems. Security was unable to substantiate access 
into the systems. The employee was cleared of 
the charges and the Personnel Policies and 
Practices section dealing with access of unautho
rized persons to work locations was reviewed 
with him." 

"Security received a report from a subscriber 
that an employee offered to return after hours to 
install an additional j ack for $70. Security iden
tified the employee to be an Escort who had been 
temporarily promoted to Service Technician. 
When interviewed, the employee admitted that 
he had installed unauthorized jacks on other 
occasions and had solicited the complaining cus
tomer for the unauthorized installation of the 
jack. The subj ect also imp licated another 
employee in the scheme but Security was unable 
to substantiate this allegation. The Escort was 
dismissed." 

The bad news is that this is a quarterly publi
cation and there are many more such stories 
involving only one phone company in one state. 
The good news is that it seems virtually anyone 
can get a job in a phone company these days. 
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(L E A K I N G  
In recent months a nwnber of journalists on national 

newspapers have been anonymously sent a document 

labelled "private and confidential" and "not to be shown 

outside B1"'. It is an internal British Telecom briefing 

about the challenge from cable companies which, it says, 

"are literally digging themselves in across the country". 
The document spells out how much of a threat they could 

be and explains what BT is doing about it. For some rea

son no newspapers have published the document. BT rep

resentatives, playing down the leak, claim it is between a 
year and 1 8  months old and therefore not worth regurgi

tating but it makes fascinating reading. The company is 

worried and it shows that competition for the former 

monopoly is a real issue, not just a political promise. 

Cable companies are digging up and laying down 
cable in 30 streets a day. There are currently 1 2 7  cable 

franchises, most of which have financial backing from 

major American telephone and cable groups. Most are 

ostensibly offering cable television but 26 of them are 

also offering phone services, with another 33 expected 
to jump on the bandwagon soon. The document says 
there are currently (whenever it was written) more than 

1 7,000 cable business lines, an increase of 500 percent 

on the previous year. Such telephone lines are forecast 

to grow by 20,000 a month in the residential market and 
3 ,000 for business. 

"The threats which the cable challenge pose to BT 

must not be underestimated," warns the briefing, and 

lists those threats as follows: a large proportion of the 

residential market being "swallowed up" and pressure 
on the local business market; collaboration between 
cable companies, mean ing cheap cable-to-cable calls 

and the potential of a national network, which could pull 

in larger customers; lost revenue for national and inter
national calls where traffic is carried by Mercury; the 
loss of phone numbers if customers are eventually 

allowed to keep their own when they move; exploitation 

of the imminent national code change. 

These are indeed serious threats to BT. Quite apart 

from the immediate loss of revenue, these factors could 
combine to make a serious dent in the company's image, 

which has been improving greatly since privatisation. I 

am not convinced its response is the most -effective one, 

however. The document claims: "We can and will beat 

off the challenge by focusing on value rather than 

price .. and by emphasising our quality of service." In 

America, for instance, where phone services are l ight 

years ahead of ours, phone companies compete for 

business by putting the emphasis on value, price, and 

quality. BT is  relying on teething problems with cable 

companies and with Mercury, which there almost cer

tainly will be, so that it can draw comparisons with its 

own slicker operation. But teething problems take less 

and less time to sort out these days, particularly for pri

vate companies with bright young technologists hoping 

to make a fortune. BT should remember, too, that only 

ten years ago it was a hopeless, shambolic dinosaur. 

C A B L E 5) 
"Putting the customer first must be a reality, not a 

promise," the document continues. "We must help our 

customers choose to stay with BT by showing them that 

we value their business," it says, claiming that this 

should be achieved through the advertising theme "We 

Want Your Business". I could be wrong, but is an in-yer

face ad campaign starting "We Want. . ." really l ikely to 

convince customers that they are being put first? As for 

receiving "help to choose" the person offering the help, 

there's just a chance some customers might feel the 
advice was a touch biased. 

So here, in its own words, are the five things BT staff 

have been told to concentrate on to fend off the opposi

tion: "quality of service" (improving, certainly, but far 

short of potential); "depth of experience" (its depth of 
experience lies in running a poor service - good service is 

a new concept to BT); "breadth of portfolio" (big deal -

nonsense words); "future technology" (already far out

stripped in this field by the cable companies themselves); 

"understanding of business needs" (ditto) .  Then, 
bizarrely, it goes on to suggest BT people tell their cus

tomers: "No other supplier can offer such competitive 

rates, a wide choice of products and high quality of ser

vice that are all designed to meet every customer's 

needs." It would be interesting to see how, given what we 
have already read, they justify such a claim about com

petitive rates unless it is a purely subjective judgment 

along the lines of, BT is so marvellous that people should 

pay more. Read on, and you find that BT admits the cable 

companies' typical service record includes four-hour 
fault response and 24-hour fault repair, although it adds 

that there is some evidence Mercury lines get congested. 

There then follows a table comparing BT against its rivals 
on a series of subjects which, again, appear to make a 

nonsense of the response the company is telling its staff 
to dish out to disgruntled customers. The table shows that 
on price, cable firms are "cheaper overall"; on the net

work, cables have clearer lines and new technology while 

BT offers equivalents in "nearly all" business centres; on 

customer contact, cables have face-ta-face and BT offers 

impersonal numbers like 1 5 1  for all but the biggest com

panies; on bill ing, cable calls are automatically itemised 

but BT's can only be supplied (on demand) on digital 

exchanges; on charging, where cable callers pay only for 
what they use and BT users pay in fixed-size units "which 

may make us uncompetitive"; on local service, where 

cable companies are leagues ahead because they are all 

locally-based. 

Perhaps some of the contradictions in fact and 

claim can be explained by BT not wanting to panic its 

staff. But this is  a gloomy document and BT is going to 

have to hit back with a lot more than slogans and a good 

sales pitch if, in its own words, it wants to stop the cable 

operators "cumulatively eroding a large proportion of 
the residential market and a significant percentage of 

BT's business base". As the company warns its employ

ees: "Doing nothing is no longer an option." 
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%600 MEETINGS 
NORTH AMERICA 

Ann Arbor, MI 
Galleria on South University. 

Baltimore 

Baltimore Inner Harbor, Harborplace Food Court, Second 
Floor, across from the Newscenter. Payphone: (41 0) 547-
9361 . 

Baton Rouge, LA 

In The LSU Union Building, between the Tiger Pause and 

Swensen's fce Cream,  next to the payphones. Payphone 
numbers: (504) 387-9520, 9538, 961 8 ,  9722, 9733, 9735. 

Bloomington, MN 
Mall of America, north side food court, across from Burger 

King and the bank of payphones that don't take incoming 

calls. 
Boise, ID 

Student Union building at Boise State University near pay
phones. Payphone numbers: (208) 342-9432, 9559, 9700, 
9798. 

Boston 
Prudential Center Plaza, Terrace Food Court. Payphones: 
(61 7) 236-6582, 6583, 6584, 6585. 

Buffalo 
Eastem Hills Mall (Clarence) by lockers near food court. 

Chicago 
3rd Coast Cafe, 1 260 North Dearborn. 

Cincinnati 
Kenwood Town Center, food court. 

Clearwater, FL 
Clearwater Mall, near the food court. (81 3) 796-9706, 9707, 
9708, 981 3. 

Cleveland 
University Circle Arabica. 

Columbus, OH 
City Center, lower level near the payphones. 

Daltas 
Mama's  Pizza,  northeast corner of Campbel l  Rd. and 
Preston Rd .  in North Dallas, first floor of  the two story strip 

section. 7 pm. Payphone: (21 4) 931 -3850. 
Hazleton, PA 

Lural Mall in the new section by phones. Payphones: (717) 
454-9236, 9246, 9365. 

Houston 
Food court under the stairs in Galleria 2, next to MeDon aids. 

Kansas City 
Food court at the Oak Park Mall in Ove�and Park, Kansas. 

Los Angeles 
Union Station ,  corner of Macy & Alameda. Ins ide main 
entrance by bank of phones. Payphones: (21 3) 972-9358, 
9388, 9506, 9519 ,  9520; 625-9923, 9924; 61 4-9849, 9872, 
991 8, 9926. 

Louisville, KY 

The Mall, St. Matthew's food court. 
Madison, WI 

Union South (227 S. Randall St.) on the main level by the 
payphones. Payphone numbers: (608) 251 -9746, 99 1 4 ,  
9916, 9923. 

Nashville 
Bellevue Mall in Bellevue, in the food court. 

New York City 
Citicorp Center, in the lobby, near the payphones, 1 53 E 
53rd St., between Lexington & 3rd. Payphones: (21 2) 223-
901 1 , 8927; 308-8044, 8 1 62. 

Ottawa, ONT (Canada) 
Cafe Wim on Sussex, a block down from Rideau Street. 7 

pm. 
Philadelphia 

30th Street Amtrak Station at 30th & Market, under the 
'Stairwell 7' sign. Payphones: (21 5) 222-9880, 988 1 ,  9779, 
9799, 9632; 387-9751 .  

Pittsburgh 

Parkway Center Mall, south of downtown, on Route 279. In 

the food court. Payphones: (412) 928-9926, 9927, 9934. 

Portland, OR 
Lloyd Center Mall, second level at the food court. 

Poughkeepsie, NY 
South Hills Mall, off Route 9. By the payphones in front of 

Radio Shack, next to the food court. 
Raleigh, NC 

Crabtree Valley Mall, food court. 
Rochester, NY 

Marketplace Mall food court. 
St Louis 

Galleria, Highway 40 and Brentwood, lower level, food court 
area, by the theaters. 

Sacramento 
Downtown P l aza food court ,  upstairs by the theatre.  
Payphones: (91 6) 442-9543, 9644. 

San Francisco 
4 Embarcadero Plaza (inside). Payphones: (415)  398-9803, 
9804, 9805, 9806. 

Seattle 

Washington State Convention Center, first floor. Payphones: 
(206) 220-9774,5,6,7. 

Washington DC 
Pentagon City Mall in the food court. 

EUROPE & SOUTH AMERICA 
Buenos Aires, Argentina 

In the bar at San Jose 05. 
London, England 

Trocadero Shopping Center (near Picadilly Circus) next to 
VR machines. 7 pm to 8pm. 

Munich, Germany 

Hauptbahnhof (Central Station), first floor, by Burger King 
and the  payphones .  (One stop on the S - B a h n  from 
Hackerbruecke - Hackerbridge!) Birthplace of Hacker
Pschorr beer. Payphones: +49-89-591 -835, +49-89-558-541 ,  
542, 543, 544, 545. 

Granada, Spain 
At Kiwi Pub in Pedro Antonio de Alarcore Street. 

Halmstad, Sweden 
At the end of the town square (Stora Torget), to the right of 
the bakery (Tre Hjartan). At the payphones. 

All meetings take place on the first Friday of the 
month from approximately 5 pm to 8 pm local 

time unless otherwise noted. To start a meeting 
in your city, leave a message and phone number 

at (51 6) 751 ·2600. 
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